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Its Unveiling on March First Trail of Bridge Thieves Over Three Dead and More Than Accused Four Young Men on Young Heavyweight Pugilist Judge N. B. Laughlin Back
Dies in a Hospital at Coal-Ca- r
Thousand Injured in Strest
Train of Insulting His
From Washington, Sees
Five Magnificent ComWill Be Made Significant
Riots
monwealths
Colored Companion
Statehood
Historical Event
inga, California
BIG

MOTION

THAT CLEVELAND

BUSINESS

AGREEMENT

Albanyi X. Y., Feb. 23. Name of
Governor Curry today appointed
E.
F.
former
notaries
public.
United States Senator Thomthe following
Samuel Prich- - as C. Piatt was dragged into the un
i
ard, Albuquerque; Stephen T. Frazier, savory Allds-Congbribery case toLos Tanos, Guadalupe county.
Mr.
Littleton, counsel for Senday by
Incorporations.
in
ator
toAllds,
opening the defense for
Incorporation papers were filed
o
client.
Mr.
Littleton made a
his
Oil
Company
day by the Gyip Creek
Carlsbad, Sddy county. The capitaliz- savage attack on the "bridge thieves"
ation is $500,000, divided into 5,000 led by a man who confesses that he
shares. The company begins busi- is a bribe giver." He declared that
ness with $250,000. The incorporators the
bridge companies had not only
and directors are: Bert A. Nymeyer,
the little town officers of
corrupted
1100
William Crump,
1250 shares;
this state but "the trail of their unshares; Charles R. Brice, 150 shares, speakable villany is spread over five
the last named being designated as commonwealths."
Littleton
prothe Xew Mexico agent.
duced a copy of the famous "CleveThe Mora Valley Development Com- land
agreement," by which the bridge
pany filed incorporation papers today companies of New York, Pennsylvain the office of Territorial Secretary nia, Maryland, West Virginia, KenNathan Jaffa. The capitalization is tucky, Ohio, Indiana and Michigan
$25,000 divided into 250 shares. The planned in 1901 to pool their interheadquarters are at East Las Vegas, ests, and produced books to show
San Miguel county. Arthur H. Harris how the "loot" as he called it, was
is named the New Mexico agent. The divided.
Incorporators and directors are: ArPiatt Gave the Orders.
thur H. Harris, Rodney B. Schoon-make- r
Mr. LittleN. Y., Feb. 23
Albany,
and Carrie Schrock, each 83 3 ton
to show the committee
promised
shares.
that Mr. Allds acted as he did regardIncorporation papers were also filed
the bridge bills of 1901, on orders
by the Brumbach Abstract, Realty and ing
was the recogInsurance Company of Estancia, Tor- of Mr. Piatt, who then
of the state.
nized
leader
Republican
rance county.
The capitalization is
$10,000 divided into 100 shares, but
the company begins business with
1--

The incorporators and
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ors are Minnie Brumbach, 18 shares;
William A. Brumbach 1 share, Charles
F. Easley 1 share.
Big Incorporation Business.
The incorporation business of the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa will this quarter break previous
records and more than $5,000 will be
turned over to the Territory as fees
for this quarter's work.
District Court.
Suit was filed this forenoon in the
district court for Santa Fe county by
the Western Electric Company vs.
the Stanley Telephone Company and
twenty individual defendants for $147,-2on an open account.
Bent Portrait Completed.
Artist Carl Lotav or the School of
American Archaeology has completed
the portrait of Governor Bent which
will be unveiled on inauguration day
in the Council chamber at the Capitol.
The portrait is in oil and in it Mr.
Lotav has succeeded in painting a
picture that will bear comparison
with the finest portraits hanging in
the great art museums. The unveiling
of the portrait will be under the auspices of the Daughters of the American Revolution and will take place on
the afternoon of March 1, at three
o'clock.
L. Bradford
Prince will deliver a historical address and Governors Curry and Mills
will make appropriate remarks. The
simple but impressive ritual of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will be read and the audience
will be asked to join in the singing of
America and the Star Spangled Ban5

ker.
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SHORTAGE

GUISES BANK

Philadelphia, Feb. 2:'.. Three lead
and more than a thousand persons injured is the toll exacted by the reign
of lawlessness in this city the last
three days, the result of the strike
of the conductors and motormen of
the Rapid Transit Company. John
Heugh, 18 years old, who was shot
by a policeman while he was stoning
a street car, died at the hospital this

Xew York, Feb. 2:!. Harrison Hig
bee and Leslie Lord, young men socially prominent in north Xew Jersey
were shot and probably fatally wounded today by an infuriated negro in a
smoking ear of the Xew Jersey Central train in which they were riding
Accomto their homes in Xewark.
were
Lord
Gale
panying Higbee and
Xew
of
and
his
York,
cousin,
Young,
Roger Young of Xew York. Soon after the train left Jersey City, the negro who was accompanied by another
man and woman of his race, accused
the four young college men of making
remarks about the woman. Lord was
about to reply when Higbee told him
to be quiet. "Don't, you tell me to
be quiet," yelled the negro, as he
leaped to his feet and drew a revolver: "I'll quiet you!" and, be opened

Heugh, in an
statement, said he was one of an organized gang of 150 carpet mill employees who had agreed to attack the
cars. Dynamite was 'used last night
in the car barn in the northeast secwere
tion where fifteen policemen
sleeping.
Fortunately, no one was
injured.
State Constabulary Organized.
morning.

anti-morte-
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Bank Examiner Take Charge street by bands of young
roughs. The
of Financial Institution at girls of the district collected brass
buttons from their uniforms.; as souCambridge Mass.
venirs. The traction company an

nounced this morning that it had 554
cars in operation, 37 more than yesBANK BQQKEEPER DISAPPEARS
terday. The company refuses flatly
to listen to suggestions of arbitration.
In the language of George Earl, diMost of the Depositors Were rector:
cannot be arbi"xVnarchy
Small Businessmen of
trated." Disorder continued today.
At Forty-fourtand Lancaster avenue,
Vicinity.
a car was fired upon by a man standon the curb. He was chased but
Boston, Feb. 23. The National City ing
escaped.
toBank of Cambridge closed its doors
day by order of the comptroller of the
currency. A bank examiner is now WESTON TO CROSS NEW
MEXICO BOUNDARY TODAY.
in charge.
According to the Wash
Albuquerque, X. M., Feb. 23. Ed
ington authorities, the shortage is
It is ward Payson Weston left Xavajo,
$144,000 in individual deposits.
not yet known who is responsible for Ariz., early this morning expecting to
cross the Xew Mexico line during the
the shortage.
Defaulting Bookkeeper Disappears.
day and to spend tonight at Manueli
Later, the comptroller's office at to, X. M. Weston is a day ahead of
Washington announced that the book his schedule.
keeper of the bank, S. G. W. Coleman is responsible for the shortage.
He has disappeared. Most of the deDAY FOR
positors are small business men.
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Twenty Others Hurt This
noon at Denver.

After-

Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. Two. persons were killed, two fatally hurt and

Forty-secon- d

o

1--

,

terday.

Denver, Colo., Feb.

23.

The

local

Tibetans Resent Desecration
of Their Holy Places But
Do Not Resist
SERIOUS TBOOBLEMICIPATED

I

i

Special to The Xew Mexican.
Farmington, X. M., Feb. 23. Farm-ingto- n
is on the map from this day on
and a great boom has set in. The com
mittee of business men appointed to
secure the right of way for the Arizona and Colorado Railroad raised $30,-00- 0
today in twelve hours for the purchase of terminals and the right of
way. More subscriptions are coming in
and the amount needed has been ex
ceeded but Farmington is going after
bigger game and expects to be the biggest town in northern Xew Mexico in
a few years. James W. Reagan of the
Arizona and Colorado Railroad is in
the San Juan valley and everything
looks favorable for the early construction of the new road.
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Five Degrees Below Zero Re Victories of Immense Importance Claimed for Genported in the Big Town
of
at Mouth Kaw
eral Chamorro

weather forecaster today is looking
for the Robins hat mark the approach of spring.. Much milder temperature Is reported in the mountains and the traditional backbone of
winter appears to be badly fractured.
It was ten, above at Denver, Colorado
Springs and Pueblo and twelve above
at Leadville. Fair weather is predict-

GOB

Business Men of Santa Fj
Should Emulate.

GUERILLA

WARFARE

IS

DEADLY
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Victim Taken to Hinky Dink's Saloon GOOD PRICES FOR
TERRITORIAL WOOL CLIP.
and Robbed By Juan Segura and
Michael Lienau.
Trading However is Confined to Small
Lots and Values Are Well
Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. Petty depMaintained.
redations committed during the last
few days which culminated in a case
Boston, Mass., Feb. 23. Trading in
of highway robbery and the looting of the local wool market is confined to
a Japanese rooming house, resulted small lots with values well maintainin Chief Armstrong putting out the ed. Local bids are well swept, yet
drag net for all the Mexicans in the eastern buyers regard the western
lower part of the city. In three hours
various new clips as exces
were placed in the city jail prime and
sixty-twsive. Still, some Arizona woll has
and will be held to be arraigned in been
purchased at 20 2 cents and bidpolice court. Those who can prove
also is in progress for Utah. Litding
they have employment will be releas tle Texas fine scoured sold at 68 cents;
will
rest
be given hours
ed, and the
to get out of the city. In the bunch scoured territory fine staple has. been
are Michael and S. Lienau and Juan cleaned up at 5 to 76 cents.
Segura, who are charged with being
three of the five Mexicans who lured ANOTHER STEP TOWARD
THE TEN DOLLAR HOG
William Serkus, a section hand, into
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23. Another step
the back room of the old Hinky Dink
saloon at 1722 Market street where toward the ten dollar hog of 1870, the
they assaulted and robbed him, four record since the Civil war, was made
of the men holding the victim while at the stock yards today when live
the fifth,' believed to be Segura went hogs sold at $9.65 a hundred weight,
through his pockets and : relieved him an advance of fifteen cents over, yes

CHINESE TROOPS

DOLLARS
HOURS.

Ginl

twenty others hurt, a number seriously this afternoon, when the incoming
passenger train of the Union Pacific
ABOVE
III
struck a stock yards tramcar cross TEN
e
at
tracks
ing the
and Josephine street. The car
meetings of the trustees.
was thrown clear across the tracks Sharp North Winds Add to Dis
comfort in Northern Texas
WHOLESALE ARRESTS
and the pasengers were hurled in
MADE AT DENVER. every direction.
and Oklahoma.

h

IN TWELVE

h

UNION PACIFIC TRAIN
CRASHES INTO TRAM CAR.

Coalinga, Calif., Feb. 23. "Ginger"
Williams, the young heavy weight
pugilist of Visalia, died at a hospital
here today as the result of injuries
sustained in a prize fight with "Kid"
Kenneth of Bakersfield. Williams was
knocked through the ropes in the third
round and in falling his head struck
a projecting board, fracturing
his
skull.
Dane Wins Brutal Fight.
Richmond, Calif., Feb. 23. Battling
Xelson was defeated last evening in
the fortieth round by Wolgast, the
Dane. The following is a summary of
the fortieth round in which Xelson
was put out. Xelson tries a swing
but he fell a foot short and goes after
Wolgast getting in a solict right Xelson wants to continue and puts up
his hands but Wolgast puts his arms
'around him and Xelson is led to his
corner while Woigast's backers take
him on their Shoulders. Xelson was
game to the last and was beaten fair
ly and squarely. He will make ho
statement.
Robinson
wanted to
throw up the sponge for Xelson in the
34th round but Xelson would not let
him. Robinson thinks that Xelson
would have finished to the forty-fiftround but he says he is glad that Ref
eree Smith stopped the brutal mill.

All the state
Pittsburg, Feb.
constabulary troopers of this district
including Johnstown, Greensburg and
Jeanette, more than a hundred men, fire.
have been ordered . to mobilize at
Murderer Escaped.
Xew York, Feb. 23. The first bulGreensburg today ready to proceed
with full field equipment to Philadel- let went through Lord's stomach, the
second entered Higbees's chest and
phia.
the Youngs leaped at the negro who
Pennsylvania Militia a Joke.
Phialdelphia, Pa., Feb. 23. The continued shooting. By this time the
placing of the state fencibles along passengers of the car wild with panic
Lehigh avenue yesterday, is admitted were struggling for the doors or hidto have been a sreat mistake. The ing under the seats. Gale Young
members of this organization
are went down from a blow on the head
mostly young men, some merely boys. but Roger held onto the negro, who
When the residents of the Kensington dragged Young to the platform, leapmoving train.
mill district heard of their arrival, ed from the swiftly
to
him.
The fall
Young
clinging
in
out
forec to meet the
they turned
boy soldiers. Practical jokes of every broke Young's grip and the negro
kind were played upon them. Some disappeared in the darkness. His
were almost stripped of their clothing companions also leaped from the train
after their runs were taken from but they have been captured.
them, and chased up and down the THIRTY THOUSAND
23.

Two Killed, Two Fatally Injured and

Appointed a Trustee.
'
Governor Curry today appointed
Juan R. Charette of Cimarron, Colfax
county, a member of the board of trustees of the Territorial Reform school
at Springer, Colfax county, vice Francisco iSerna "of Rio Arriba county,
whose office was declared vacated because he was unable to attend the

f $87.

puts
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How States North and South are State Fencibles Made Laughing Are Sons of Families Socially Brutal Mill at Richmond Last Says That Congress Would Not
Stock of Toughs in the
Looted by Corporation
Prominent in Northern
Evening Lasted Forty
Keep Us Out for Political
New
Rounds.
Reasons.
Bribe Givers
Quaker City.
Jersey.

Mora Valley Development Company and Two Other Concerns
File Papers.

$2,000.
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Government Inflict Stinging Defeat at TisimaCasualities are
Eight Hundred.

The Dalalaima, Supreme Head
of Monarchy, Fled With
Ministers to India.

;

Amoy, China, Feb. 23. A Japanese
was killed here today by the accidental ignition of a high explosive concealed in his clothing.
It is suspected
that the man had planned an
Lhasa Has Fallen.

Calcutta, Feb. 23. Chinese troops
today entered Lhasa, the capital of
Tibet and the residence of the Dalalaima, the supreme head of the Lamaist
hierarchy, who fled with several of
his ministers to Indian. Serious
trouble had been anticipated owing to
the action of the small Chinese army
which subdued eastern Tibet, levying
contributions on the llama's home
and showing no respect for the monasteries. The Tibetans resented the
desecration of their holy places, but
the Chinese government disregarded
their petitions, as the Chinese intend
to make the administration of the
country wholly Chneise.
CONDUCTOR J. A. COOK
HAS BEEN RELEASED.

gress.

"We were treated most cordially,"
said the judge, this morning, in discussing the interviews they had with
the senators, "and they gave us a
prompt hearing and allowed us three
hours Friday afternoon to present our.
case. We were greatly pleased at the
cordiality of the reception given us.
I am convinced that politics does not
enter into the matter of raising the
bonded indebtedness nor in the admission of Xew Mexico or Arizona
as states.
"I do not for one second believe
that Congress is opposing our admission to the Union on the ground that
United States senators may be elected from Xew Mexico or from Arizona
that will not be favorable to certain
legislation that powerful Republican
senators may be interested in. The
only question that is being asked is
whether or not Xew Mexico is entitled
to statehood at this time, and I am
convinced that if this question is answered satisfactorily to the United
States Senate we shall gain admittance promptly."
Judge Laughlin stared that from
what he had heard in Washington the
chances for the Senate to pass the
enabling act that, will make Xew
Mexico a state next year are very
good indeed.
A Delicate Question.
Mr. Laughlin said that during the
e
discussion of the bond issue Mr.
asked rather a "delicate" question. "As the supreme court has decided these railroad bonds were invalid," said the senator from Indiana, "why did the people of Santa Fe
county ask that they be validated?"
Judge Laughlin said that the question
was not exactly answered but that after a pause Beveridge continued:
"This action of Congress must have
occurred before I entered the Senate for I never voted for such action
and never would."
Judge Laughlin said that he was
frank with the committee and told
them that Santa Fe county could not
pay the interest nor the principal of
the bonds.
"I asked Mr. Coler who was present, if he was going to take my real
estate and how much rent I would
have to pay for it and Mr. Coler replied, T don't want it.' Mr. Coler
made the declaration that his company had paid 77 cents on the dollar
for the bonds."
The judge said that Attorney Chas.
A. Spiess represented the bond holders and made an able address in their
Bev-eridg-

behalf.

Had Been in Jail at Guadalajara for
the Past Six Months Charges
MONTROSE CLEANING
Dismissed.
OUT BOOTLEGGERS.

Fort Scott, Kan., Feb. 23. J. A.
Cook, the American railway conductor, who has been in jail at GuadalaMexico, the last six months, was
jara,
of
23.
Feb.
Victories
Washington,
immense importance to the insurgents released today according to a telegram
in Nicaragua are told in dispatches received by his father. His release on
received today by the state depart- bonds was taken to mean the dismisment. General Chamorro with the sal of the charges against him.
main division of the insurgent army
has completely defeated the govern- UNGALLANT JAPANESE
ment forces sent to check him and
HUSBAND SUES FOR ALIMONY.
by a flank movement has taken the
It is inferred that
city of Granada.
Colo., Feb. 23. The wreck
General Estrada is marching to effect of Denver,
a
which resulted in the
romance
a junction with Chamorro and to atof three white girls to three
marriage
tack Managua. The losses of the govJaps at Laramie, Wyo., last March
ernment troops have been terrific in was
revealed last night in the arrest
guerilla warfare which has raged the of Suzikie Yamada,
president of the
last few days. Disorder and panic Yoshi Doshi
club, 1226 Xineteenth
are spread through the government
street; his white wife, Mrs. Carrie
troops.
Yamada, and his cousin Joe Uyehara,
Government Wins.
Alall charged with disturbance.
Xew York, Feb. 23. The Herald
though it is not yet a year since the
today publishes a dispatch from San triple wedding was celebrated each of
Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, saying that the girls has
separated from her husit is reported from Managua that the band, according
to a statement made
insurgents under General Chamorro by Mrs. Yamada, who was recently
suffered a severe defeat yesterday by made defendant in a suit for divorce
the government forces at Tisma. The in which her yellow husband demands
casualties on both sides are placed at $2,000 alimony, an almost unheard of

ed.
Coldest Day of Winter at Kansas City.
Kansas City., Mo., Feb. 23. Five
below zero, the coldest of the winter,
was recorded in Kansas City this
morning. Throughout Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas,
a north wind added, to the discomfort.
Twenty Below at St. Paul.
.St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 23. It was
twenty below here this morning, the
coldest of the winter.
Six Below at Chicago.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23. Chicago experienced its coldest weather of the
year this morning when the thermometer registered six below zero. 800.

"I believe t hat we shall get state
hood and that the railroad bond indebtedness that lias hung over this
and Grant county will be lifted. I am
convinced that the real question ask
ed today in Washington Is 'are Xew
Mexico and Arizona fit for statehood?
These were the declarations of
Judge X. B. Laughlin who has returned from Washington whither he
went with Levi A, Hughes and former Governor L. Bradford Prince to
see Mr. Beverldge and the other
members of 'the Senate comm.aee on
territories and ask in behalf of the
citizens of Santa Fe that Congress
relieve this county from the bund indebtedness imposed on it by Con-

procedure.

Nine Men Arrested and Will Face
Trial on Charge of Illegal Sale
of Liquor.
Montrose, Colo., Feb. 23. The police officers of Montrose inaugurated
the most determined raid against alleged "bootleggers" which has occurred since the town went dry last
April.
Since early morning nine men have
been arrested. These will face trial
Wednesday on a charge of illegal selling of whisky. Among the defendants are Harry Caddes and James
Mylchrest, prominent restaurant proprietors who, it is said, have been
using their restaurant business as a
blind to liquor selling. Caddes has
been convicted before for the same
offense and now has a case pending
against him in the county court on appeal from the police court
Both of these men and. all of the
other defendants pleaded not guilty
today and were placed under bonds
of $300 each for their appearance at

the time set for their trial. The

po-

lice declare they will make a thorough
n
cleanup of all violators of the
i
,
law.
antl-saloc-
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Every Description of work in our line done to order
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GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
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THE LEADING
HOUSE

Millions of women prefer Cuticura
Soap to all other skin soaps for preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin,
For rashes,
scalp, hair and nands.
itchings and chafings, red, rough hands,

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coming' to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, atd.
the experience of sr. many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are
to say
that we were able to send them away
from our Store pleaded and happy.
HOW DID TVE DO THIS "YOU ASK,
"Listen, We; absolutely gnarantee to
any person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen aDy old Raaor
ihatycumay possess arid can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
uy i me you nna it convenient to call,
and would be pleased to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an
edge on it for you.
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CALL TO PRAYER.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
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Denver,

X

Colo.,

Feb.

23.

X

X
X

Flyer Was Late The Santa Fe flyer
from the east was over an hour late
today in passing Lamy. Train No. 10
from the west was two hours late but
a stub train was run from Albuquerque on the regular schedule.
A series of these
Medal Contests
interesting entertainments is being
prepared for the public in the near
future.
The first will probably
be
given Friday evening, March 4th. Full- er particulars will be given later.
El Paso Defeats Agricultural Col-- !
lege In a slow game,
the Young
Men's Christian Association basket'
bail team of El Paso, defeated the
team of the Agricultural College at
Mesilla Park. The game was played
at El Paso.
Painting Telegraph Poles The San-t- a
Fe Railway Company is having its
telegraph poles within the city limits
painted in accordance with the city
ordinance.
The lower half of the
poles are to be black and upper half
white. "Why didn't the ordinance pre-scribe red, white and blue?
Forty-Eigh- t
Degrees Yesterday
While yesterday was the coldest day
of the season at Kansas City the mercury climbed to 48 degrees and the
minimum was 23 here. The relative humidity was 44 per cent. The
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning was 35 degrees. A year ago today
the maximum temperature was 30 and
the minimum 3, with 100 per cent of
sunshine. Snow fell over the mountains.
Given Mail Contract Mark Campbell has been awarded the contract
to carry the mail from Servilleta to
Taos, daily except Sunday, and he
has promised to deliver the mail in
Taos the same day it arrives at Servilleta even if the train is
more
than three hours late. The contract
goes into effect on May 1.
School Board Meeting A meeting
of the board of education is called
for tomorrow evening. It is imperative that a quorum of directors attend
the meeting as the board has not met
for three months and much accumulated business must be disposed of.

The National
Association has selected tomorrow February 24, as a day of prayer to be observed by members of every evangelical church in the country. Let the
importunate petition be that the spirit of the Ix)rd may rest upon us, the
spirit of wisdom and understanding,
the spirit of counsel and might, the
spirit of knowledge and the fear of
the IjovA so that we as a nation, as a
people and as individuals may be enabled to bring forth fruits unto righteousness.
"More things' are wrought by prayer than this world dreams of.
It is thus the whole round world is
bound with chains of gold about the
throne of God."
Each year there is a greater realization of this truth expressed so
beautifully by Tennyson. This is the
first year the people of the Territory
have been asked to unite with other
Christians all over the land in observing this day of prayer. Let is be
a day of confession of sins, a day of
renewed consecration of heart, life,
and pocket book to the service of the
Master. Let our young people be specially remembered, and petitions sent
up for our officials from the highest
to the lowest that they may be men
fearing God and working righteousness, remembering that "they who
wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with
wings as eagles; they shall run and
PILES CURE') IN 6 10 14 DAYS
not be weary; they shall walk and not
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
be faint."
any case of Itching. Blind Kleediiift or ProEvangelistic Supt. W. C. T. U. truding Piles In 6 to 14 days or money re- 1
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DEAR FRIENDS:
j

Cuticura Soap (25c ), Cuticura Ointment 50c)
and Cuticura Resolvent (oUc ). (or In the form of
Chocolate Coated Pills. 25c per vial of 60). Sold
thrmiehout the world. Potter Drue Chem Corp..
Sole Props . 135 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass.
free,
Ciitlnim Booklet, an
Authority on Affections of the Skin. Scalp and Hair.

Forecast for Xew Mexico:
Fair tonight and Thursday
with warmer weather in the
east portion.

P. O. BOX 219

DHY GOODS

IN THE

THE SAME OLD STORY

dry, thin and falling hair, for infantile
eruptions and skin blemishes and every
purpose of the toilet, bath and nursery.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
are invaluable.

ev- -

Town in Mora
County The town of Roy is taking
steps to incorporate and will be the
first town in Mora county to do so.
jit claims 700 inhabitants.
Death of Septuagenarian Mrs. As- icension Pontes, aged 70 years, died
yesterday at her home at Las Vegas.
bhe had lived in the Meadow City
the past thirty-fiv- e
years.
Suit for Breach of Contract Her
man C. Ilfeld has brought suit
against
.1. Frederick at
Las Vegas for
breach of contract, alleging that Frederick had undertaken to maintain an
automobile line between Las Vegas
and Santa. Rosa but discontinued the
line after two or three months.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

a part

ery day;
An' the unalloyed devotion, of a
ture fetter free.
Never drove thu 4
away.

SfciJJ

cuiu

j

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

COi fill

BROS.

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding

good. At the time
1 was induced
to
try Cuticura he
was so bad that I
had to cut his hair
off and Dut the
Cuticura Ointment on him on bandages,
as it was impossible to touch him with
the bare hand. There was not one
square inch of Rkin on his whole body
that was not affected. He was one mass
of sores. The bandages used to stick to
his skin and in removing them it used
to take the skin off with them, and the
screams from the poor child were heartbreaking. I began to think that he
would never get well, but after the second application of Cuticura Ointment I
bpgan to see signs of improvement, and
with the third and fourth applications
the sores commenced to dry up. His
Kkin peeled off twenty times, but it
Now
finally yielded to the treatment.
1 can say that lie is
entirely cured, and
a stronger and healthier boy you never
saw than he is
twelve years or
more since the cure was effected. Robert Wattam, 114S Fortv-eight- h
St.,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 9, 1009."

j

JEWELER

5EU11

"My little son. a boy of five, broke
out with an itching rash. Three doc
tors prescribed for
him, but he kept
getting worse until we could not
him any
dress
more. They finally
advised me to try
a certain medical

iXow I know it's highpliolutin',
to
keep up with all the times,
But it takes the trot that downs the
most of us,
An' it keeps your nerves a strainin',
an' your brain a turin' round,
!An' it leaves your whole existence in
a muss;
So I'll cherish all the mem'ries of the

MANUFACTURER

Incorporated 1903.

SKIN

TWELVE YEARS AGO

'Round the dear
firer
place, my memory lingers yet,
An' I of'en drop a tear as I irecall
How as joyous boys an' girls, we
spent the brightest of our days,
Near the chirpin' of the crickets in
the wall,
With a huge ole buckeye back log, an'
a top stick of the same,
An' the fire dogs, an' swingin' crane,
an' blaze
An' I hear the mush a floppin' as I
stir it till it is done,
In the pot, upon the crane, in brighter
days.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
?8

CURED

When the nieetin' house was lighted
with the good ole taller dip,
An' the floor wuz made with puncheons from a tree,
An' my mother spun the fleecy rolls
from Thomas' woolen mill,
Into stockin' yarn fur dad an' sis an'
nie,
When the apple parin', singin' school,
an' spellin' match wuz on,
We would go in the bodsled loaded
down,
To the music of the biggest stran's of
bells that we could find,
While the jolly songs wuz heard for
miles around.

Grocery Co.

Established 1856.

FEBRUARY 23, 1910.

ng

wall,

have of en sat an' wondered in my
cabin on the claim,
If the people in this blame' newfangled day,
Ever had the faintest idea of the fun
we used to have,
In the oOs; way back yonder, far
away.

AlsoVAPIFTY FRESH YFAST

f

Left on Whole Body
Boy of Five a
Mass of Itching Eruption and His
Screams were Heart-BreakiBandages Stuck to His Flesh.

I

Bobolink

C
CS.

NOT AN INCH

UP.

MEMORIES.
(By A. A. Cooke.)
In this blame' newfangled
country,
with its auto cars an' sic-hAn' its everlastin' fly in' ships an' all,
An' a loukin' through a person like as
iho' he wf.sn't there,
An' a talkin' to your neighbor through

Four
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WHOLESALE
Al D RETAIL
RATON
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Phone

Have It

YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

AnthracitcCoal all Sizes,

Smithirgr Coal. Steam Coal.
bawed. Wood and KindliD,

MONTKZUMA AVENUE
Wear A. T. & S. F. Lepot

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

.

Unsurpassed Chocolates

beras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE CIOPUCD nDIIP PfllUIDAMV
ONLY AT i iuuiilii uuuu uumi mil

ASK FOR A

MPLAE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

(INCORPORATED)
19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

fin
PU,UUU.UU

4k90 ADD

,

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business,

t0 'ftn on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of interest : :

PHONF 213

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST

S1DV

xLAZA

L

OVERTAXED.
Santa Fe Readers Know
What it Means.

Hundreds

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE,

FEBRUARY 23, 1910.

WEDNESDAY,

of

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches and
pains
Backache, sideache, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's
disease follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
way to keep the kidneys well.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin street, Santa Fe. N. M., says:
"I hold the same high opinion of
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
I publicly recommended them in Jan
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
a year I had been bothered by a dull
ache and weakness across my loins
and kidneys. I tired easily and any
exertion brought on severe suffering
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kidinney Pills highly spoken of, I was
duced to trv them. The results prov
ed beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills live up to representations.
The cure and benefit this remedy
on
brought has led me to praise it
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

HALF

If Li

There is Only One

Anti-Cruelt-

SANE

Sootrtwaat."
War
Armv Oncers Detailed by
Department
Arinv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
of th

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

j

City
FOR

ROSWEtu, NEW MEXICO

"Tht Wcit Point

y

Society in the Windy

WORKING

New IViexico Military Institute
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Troubles of the
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Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature

25c.

bor

on every

FOURTH;

swindlers.
have had backWarning Against the Roseate! sets of years Regions
as result of unhampered
Promises of Florida's Land
exploitation by douhiful methods to
Sharks.
gel the money of suckers. The pur-

Hon:
"If every wom:n in Chicago
woul'i adopt one c;it, there would he
no cat problem. As i! is, I receive no
end of letters complaining about the

j
!

-

Mr.

life, Great
men for college or fur
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
in the beautiful Hco Valley ibe garden
spot of the West at an e'evatiot of 3,700
f,;et above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
E'even Officers and Instructe-s- , all graduates from stai dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, tie.aud, light
ed and modern !p all respects.
REGENTS K. A. Cahoou, President; W
G. Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasure.-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FlDlay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

pose is to forestall such calamity in cat nuisance caterwauling
in the
Florida, which without that has a 'dead of night, for instance. My rem- wagbank great era of development ahead of it.' edy is to have all the
savings
measure in Congress by the Root The investigation will be liv a repre oils provided with a separate compart- e
for cats, and to have a general
amendment has aroused friends of the sentative of Chicago clearing-housa
in
farmers'
union
Florida,
banks,
the city of
cleaning ti throughout
s
Carter-Fosbill throughout the west.
homeless felines. They could be put 1
addres.
In Chicago the pastors of several and a third not yet chosen.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
out of existence by the use of charcoal
Reorganization of Red Cross.
churches and a number of Washing- luines."
Superintendent,
the
of
The reorganization
ton birthday orators, having recognizplan
ed that it has become a 'battle royal American Red Cross is shown by the
between the banking and allied inter change in Illinois, where a state board, NEW YORK JUDGESHIPS
Foster-MilburSOLD TO HIGHEST BIDDERS.
ests and the ipeople themselves, who headed by Governor Deneen, succeds
are in danger again of being cheated, to the Illinois Red Cross, this board to
made the postal bank issue the text be standing finance committee for the Disgraceful Doings in Empire State
for appeals for active patriotism. The national organization and local. Ixcal
That Never Had a Parallel in
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
Root amendment, sidetracked by des- chapters of the Illinois Red Cross
This Poor, Maligned Territory.
Washwill
to
hereafter
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watera
report direct
perate efforts of Senators Carter,
been throughly tested by the
was
the
ington.
Dolllver
and
others,
miles west has
TIME TABLE ALL
New York, Feb. 2. William .1. Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
cures attested to in the
miraculous
A Sane Fourth.
for protest, from prominent
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuof
chairman
LOCAL TRAINS traget
Conners,
Democratic
tho
western Republicans, who foresaw poIn a definite effort for a sane Fourth
Bar-ancmatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
state central committee, fighting for Fe, and about twelve miles from
litical danger in it, and from the without carnage
and
Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Denver
on
and
the
Station,
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to con- Postal Savings Bank League, which noises in Chicago this year, twenty-seve- n his political life against those who
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
nect with Xo. 10 from the eouth and sent telegrams to President Taft. Disnationalities represented in the are trying to oust him as chairman,
3 from the east, redaily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComNo.
a
also
revealed
west,
patches from Washington
city have been asked to contribute announced last
he
stands
that
The temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathm.
night
12:10
p.
tense situation, with President Taft some feature tor a great ipatrotic par
turning arrive at Santa Fe
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
conto
m.
to
4
at
at
the
proConready
Fe
to
p.
Albany
Santa
at
testify
Leave
ade. If the ideas of the sane Fourth
considering a special message
west-bounStage meets Denver
also takes gress placing responsibility where it advocates are carried out in detail, the posed investigation of the charges carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
nect with No. 1
the
entire
and
for Santa Fe train
trains
and
waits
d
delightful
very
dry
2
passNo.
for
passengers
belonged for the effort to wreck the parade, around which the ceremonial that places on the supreme court
round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracyear
m.
G:30
at
Returning
Bank
p.
bill.
Postal
The
will
League
will
Lamy
ing
Savings
and display of the day
center,
bench of the state have been "auc- ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No. issued1 a statement declaring: "The be not only the largest, but the most
tioned
off" in Greater New York. valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
l's connection only.
representatives of special interests striking ever seen on this continent.
conm.
to
Conners
7:20
heard privately last night from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 3 a. m. and
p.
Leave Santa Fe at
are .pressing upon Congress to defeat A great effort will be made to arouse
are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounthis people's bill, to assassinate it by loyalty to the United States among that such an investigation would be contagious diseases,
1.C2G.24 grains same day.
contain
These
wriers
For furtner particulars
east-boun8
Returndemanded.
4
Almost
simuntaneously
and Nos. and
trick. The test is applied to deter- the aliens, foreign born and descendof alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
m.
an
came
11:10
p.
announcement
from
Fe
Santa
for
at
is
arrive
Albany
mine whether the government
ing
ants of foreign born. For the first,
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
the people and by the people. It time a program that will prove a sub- that a. resolution to this effect had
been introduced.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 therefore is a moral issue which min- stitute for meaningless
Before hearing that such a resolua. m.
to speak has been proposed, which will make
not
should
hesitate
isters
Oja Calletile. Taos. County. N M
Train arrives from the north at 4 upon and patriotic orators should not use of the lake, the historic incidents tion had been formally introduced,
u. m.
fail to dwell upon. The enemies of the of many nations, and the United Conners commented with satisfaction
New Mexico Central.
bill have secretly been seeking signa- States soldiers
stationed at Fort on his private message that such acTrain leaves Santa Fe at S:45 a. m. tures to petitions to Congress to de- Sheridan. "It is plain that restrictive tion would be taken.
"Good." said he, as he read the teleTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p. feat the bill, and in doing so have measures alone are inadequate," said
m.
"if they want me on the stand,
gram,
Associa-but
not
rsed arguments
only misleading, an official of the Sane Fourth
tion. "They secured gratifying safety I'll be there, I'll Ml 'em what I becontrary to fact."
NOTICE.
," after a pause, "per- last year. The casualty list was re- - lieve and I
Florida Land Sharks.
what
hans
know."
- d'ticed to a minimum.
Notice is hereby given that a meetSimilar
energy
Warning against indiscriminate buy"What was the price for a judge?"
ing of the Democratic central commit- ing of land in Florida, buying without might bring the same result again,
tee of the city of Santa Fe, N. M., inspection and on the rosy assurances But the discouragement of the bar-o- f Conners was asked.
"Some of them come pretty high,''
will be held on the 2nd day of March,
ipromoters, has 'been sounded' iby j barous methods is best forwarded by he said.
n
TO
1910, at the office of Hon. N. B. Laugh-lielse
that
of
something
the Florida Promotion Committee, and the substitution
"That will all come out if they apat 10 a. m.
ot
pathe
needs
meet
exuberant
will
in
j
endorsed
by Chicago newspapers
All Democrats and persons interest-fi- d the interest of their readers and of triotism of youth, make the day one point a legislative committee and put
corthe
and their friends on the
are
in good city government
continued advertising by the sound worth much in strengthening national standjudges
I'll tell them who to call."
to
attend.
invited
dially
and legitimate companies with lands character, and give rightful recogniConners was cheerful tonight.
FRANK OWEN,
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ff rgo
and colonies in Florida. Receivership tion to the courage and sacrifices of
I hoped I was .going to
"Last
Chairman.
night
has been asked for one big company the men who made the republic posDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
win: tonight I believe I am going to
ALFERDO DELGADO, Sec'y,
which has advertised widely. The per- sible."
win."
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS. ,
manent welfare of Florida and other
Big Ice Trust.
The prospect of a scandal in his
the
states
is
southwestern
sought by
Not even an ice crop of 2,500,000 own
Canada. Mesico
party, the recent visit of Presi- Payable Throughout the United States.
BACK
Florida Promotion Committee, and the tons has thawed the heart of Chicago's
dent
to
on
Taft
confer
the situation
and all Foreign Countries.
projects which aim only at quick "ice trust;" in fact, President John S. with the Republican
From
party brought
prospectus- Field has given it out cold that next on
profits from rainbow-hue- d
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Conger-AIld- s
by the
bribery
BARR4NCA TO TAOS es have been discouraged. The corn- -1 summer's ice bills will be just as high charges,
and t he hot fight, that awaits
will soon announce a commit-- as ever. xo gleam of sunshine as to
the state chairman at Albany next
Meets Both North South mittee
bustee of impartial and disinterested
costs of living from the iceman after
iness men, representing 'banking and an the discomforts and doubled coal Thursday seemed to rather whet his
Bounds Trains.
commerical bodies, who will investi- bills of severe winter. Nothing doing, appetite.
"I'm not in
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
for my liveli
gate and report upon various com- in spite of the fact that the ice harv- hood, like some politics
of
those
(he north bound train and arrives at
fellows," lie
panies which have invited investiga- est has been tthe best in quantity and said, "the world does
Taos at 7 p. m.
owe me a
not
some
are
taken
One
tion.
"Unless
decades.
steps
quality in about three
Ten miles shorter than any other to
To
I kind of
the
tell
truth
living.
protect the good from classification would be led to believe by the frigid like fighting."
way. Good covered hack and good with
the bad iprojects, all Florida land remarks of President Field that the
An amplified
teams.
of the
description
and colonization icompanies will get an most unimportant factor in the ice
movement against him, as Mr. ConRigs,
to
head
Faa
said
"The
the
business of a large city is ice.
JSsrsxy Tiling dene
irreparable blackeye,"
nors sees it, followed:
J
Coaafortatle
a
cost
has
made
of
one
concern
which
is
the
of
ice
cost
seugei
very largely
"What Murphy is trying now," he
a
Mr. Field.
exclaimed
large investment in permanent devel- of delivery,"
"has never been attempted be"n.l,
opment work in Florida. "Mining "Our prices are adjusted uipon that fore in the
history of politics, and the
stocks were discredited by wildcat basis, and ice which brings us $S a
people up the slate are not going to
no
man
ice
ton nets
larger pronis
e
stand r it. They're trying to
which sells for $2. The difference
I notice this Demoin
state.
the
in
of
in price is the difference in the cost cratic
shows
fondness
for
a
league
of delivery. It costs us $9 a day to direct
primaries up state, but they
run a single delivery wagon. That don't see
desire for direct primamount pays the wages of two men, aries downany
here. Maybe it might inRIGHT.
which
the cost of feed for the horses
terfere with the business of auctionis $1.05 a day and makes allowance
eering. Now, I'm for the direct
for wagon repairs. It makes no proprimaries all over the state, what's
Don Caspar Avenue
vision for shrinkage of ice by melting, more
I'll say the uiistate Democrats
the cost of harvesting, shipping and are behind
Governor Hughes in that
storing, or for the expenses ot this wish."
office." Nevertheless, the Knickeri!
CRYSTAL
There is the
reluctance
ji i
fsa es?
bocker Ice Company is using 0,000 among the Connersgreatest
forces to discuss
I
4
men instead of 12,000 to harvest its a
opW-possible alliance with Mr. Hearst,
ice, and the work has proceeded with- but it became known that some of the
A HORSE KNOWS
out the desperate rush with which
upstate committeemen are strongly
LACES & EHBR0IPEB1ES
where he is well treated. At our
comparatively thin ice is snatched up urging Conners to throw all his
stable
the horses we rent LOOK
livery
between thaws in most winters. The powerful influence into
the Hearst
like horses that are perfectly kept.
ice is two feet thick so pure that some scale.
have just received our new Stock of this
Our turnouts are the finest in this
customers have objected to it, believHouse Opposes Investigation.
part of the country, and we rent them
retail
ing it to be artificial., The
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 EmbroidAlbany, Feb. 22. Speaker Wads- BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK'
marketmen, who buy ice in quantities, worth led the Republican
eries
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
assemblyare now and will be able to buy it men last
at reasonable rates to responsible
an
in
unmistakable
night
during this month only. All new patterns and
somewhat cheaper, but the price of declaration
parties. Your own horses boarded.
the
SEALED BOXES
against
extending
their goods doesn't reflect it.
designs.
scope of the legislative bribery investiA TRIUMPH IN SUGAR MAKING!
Starving Cats.
AND EXAMINE TH KM
PLEASE
75
33
as
vote
to
of
the
gation. By a
BfflSUGARFORTVUWOJFFm
n
The discordant testimony of a
resoto
consider
refused
sembly
the
Light and Heavy Livery.
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
starving cats in Chicago goes lution introduced a wreek ago by
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
to show that modern flats and gar former Lieutenant Governor Chanler,
bage cans and cement sidewalks have which sought to put the lower house
reduced the rat pouplation ,of some on record in favor of a wider inquiry
tea
districts to the vanishing point. This than that now in progress in the sen1
ate.
discovery was made 'by the
Society In trying to provide for
Last night's action does not settle
the starving horde of homeless cats the question. 'Senator Newcomb of
which, bewail their backyard vicissi- New York introd uced a bill for a
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
tudes until the city cannot sleep. No sweeping investigation to follow the
howlone
homeless
sooner
has
all
kinds
Lumber and
tabby
present inquiry. His resolution was
Lump, nut and
ed itself faint than another and an- sent to the finance committee.
Denver Colorado.
of building material.
other take up the chant Open garmine run coal
bage barrels in the alleys have been NEGROES DEBARRED FROM
YVRDON IIICKOX STREET, NEAR
K. P. IN GEORGIA.
displaced by covered cans, and that
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
spells hunger for nnattached felines,
also homeless hectors, who dodge the
Atlanta, Ga., Feh. 23. The supreme
Red Phone 100
Phone Red 100
dogcatchers in summer and have to court of Georgia handed down a deA. M BERGE&E
New
rustle for their meala in cold winter. cision debarring negroes from using
M.
N.
Santa Fa,
Catron Block
Superintendent Krause of the Anti the title of "Knights of Pythias" in
this
state.
has
made this suggesCruelty Society
Chicago, Feb. 23.
wreck of the postal
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dog-poun- d
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i

QJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS.
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noise-makin-
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Proorietor.

Wells Fargo k Compan
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General Express Forwarders

Ml Farts of the World
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LINE

TELEGRAPH.
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LIVERY STABLE
Fine

lalte

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

$5.00

FARE

Reliable Horses, Single

Call up 'Phone 8

(

Tam-manyiz-

When Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery

Crystal-

Domino
Sugar
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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TO AND
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RO SWELL

FROM

mony, of the wonderful things they
accomplished for the cause of liberty
and freedom. Whatever ihere was in
them that was evil if much or little
we prefer to forget. They were men
unafraid in times that tried men's
souls. We shall venerate them for
years to come, and our children and
children's children after us shall do
them much honor and reverence. As
for Stark we never heard of him before, and we suspect we never sha!!
hear of him again. Which, somehow,
impresses us as alright, moreover!"

Connection made wltti AutomoMle
lice at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-wel- l
at 4 a. m., and arrives at RoswelJ
at 1:!, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-wefor Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

BIG CROWDS COMING.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

ll

Going to the Mills inauguration?
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to You
bet, everybody is. Santa Fe must
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
ready to entertain the biggest
get
Best
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
crowd in its history. Here is a little
forecast from the Las Vegas Optic: Basket leaves Monday
Tuesday
union(
"Last night the local Elks at a meetand
Returns
Friday.
Thursday
ing appointed special committees to
canvass for the excursion. These AGENCY" at O. K. Barber Shop
CIVIC j upon the subject of gardening.. My committees number two and are comOF
CREATING CENTERS
F 0. BROWM Agent.
BEAUTY.
jideal garden is one a little distance posed of the following: West side
Phone No. 23 Red
'
The Kansas Citv Star makes an ap- - from the house and so surrounded by W. E. Gortner, J. I. W. Veeder and
the
Joseph Danziger. East side E. G.
'peal for playgrounds for the children, trees and enclosed by hedges that,
Fortuuatelv, in Santa Fe, the open windows of the house cannot Iooa Murphey and Dr. C. S. Losey
"These committees got busy today
'spaces are bo many and so accessible, down upon it. A lovely
that the children of this town do not room, as it were, neat and orderly as and by noon had upwards of 50 perfeel the need of artificially created the rooms of the house; every plant sons pledged to make the trip. Inor one hundred
playgrounds. But such playgrounds as brought to its highest development, stead of seventy-fivPLAZA BARBER SHOP
surround the schools should be made and nature, trained by man, giving to go, next Tuesday morning will find
enworkshops in which the youngsters constant and luxuriant bloom; where between two and three hunded
For 19 years the only
box
at
of
thusiastic
Santa
the
of
trees,
hedges,
Vegans
the
rudiments
first
green
setting
gardening
learn the
incolors
first
to
class tonsorial parlor
the
Fe
and
Elks'
board the
depot ready
edging, and fine turf,
and farming, the most iniortant
Mexa jarring note, fill special to Santa Fe.
New
without
The
Mexico.
Xew
blending
of
in Santa Fe.
dustry
"Already reservations for twenty
ican Kinted out the other day, how us with a sense of delight and thanksOUR NEW PITCH
more than a thousand families in this giving for the beauty of the spot. A people from Mora, have been spoken
TREATMENT
boosttown must live on less than a dollar place where we may walk or talk, for, about fifty or a carload of
with
ers
from
onto
hook
are
Raton
or
to
unobserved,
read
is
work, quite
going
a day. If the coming generation
guaranteed to cure, (not only
could be incited to utilize the vacant the sunshine all around, yet seated in the special here, while Springer and relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
spaces in this vicinity and turn them cool shade, (he murmuring of falling other nearby towns will send delega- other scalp irritations. We also
into gardens, great prosperity would water, together with the exquisite tions of from two to ten people each. car ry a complete line of all the
"Elaborate banners for the occasion
ccme to this town and a dollar a day notes of the song sparrow or the
hair and facial tonics.
in our ears. are being made, the Mayflower band popular
would no longer be the limit of the liquid call of the
H E RPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
"Where can any place on this earth is practicing nightly for the occasion
s
of the
earning capacity of
men of this city. The first impulse be found more exquisite and peace- and every detail that will make the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
for such a regeneration would be cre- ful? Into such a garden Maud may excursion a momentous one, is being
ated in the school garden where the have been called by her lover and to attended to by the Elks and The Op- Ager,ts HUBBS LAUNDRY
small hands would be taught to wield such a little paradise Solomon may tic, with the aid of prominent local
of
citizens."
have
in
referred
his
and
Songs,
weeder
Song
Phone
the
us, wewillbegladtoeallfor your
.he spade and hoe,
he speaks of 'a garden
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
the grubber, to sow the seeds and care where
"
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
for the plants. In addition, there
Goodwin's Weekly and many other
All work is guaranteed: your
would be taught lessons of beauty, a
thoughtful journals are again advocatare mended and buttons
socks
beauty which would be gradually
ICONOCLASM RUN WILD.
sewed on you shirts, without
ing the unearned increment land tax.
the
until
to
home
every
transplanted
The muck rakers running out of They argue that when a man holds a
extra charg-e-.
city would become a bower of roses present day material are going lot. for mere speculation, and that lot's PHOXE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
and asters. It is the greatest work, through the muck heaps of a dead past value is increased a thousand; dollars
and yet the simplest, that the city and and are seeking for evidence that by a more enterprising neighbor putits people could undertake, the plant- will tear popular idols from their ting up a business block or a beautiing of school gardens.
throne. In its New Mexico exchanges, ful home, then part of that unearned
It is when every house in Santa Fe the past few days, the New Mexican increment of a thousand dollars ought
has its flower garden, that this city has seen references to George Wash- to go to the city or the state so as
will become the most beautiful resi- ington, cunningly calculated to de- to make the taxes of the enterprising
dence city in the southwest. A little stroy the respect that an admiring na- man so much lower. This rule, as apeffort made by every individual and tion has had for its great president. plied in such conservative countries as
starting with the school gardens, The Father of His Country was only Germany, has. had a wonderful effect
would bring this about. Helena Ruth a human being and it would be in inducing mere speculators to im-- j 1
erford Ely in the March Scribner's strange indeed if during his life there prove their land holdings. It would in- S3
describes very alluringly the attrac- had not been a lapse now and then crease revenues in Santa Fe marvel-- !
tion of the small, the humble gardens, from perfection. History demands ously for there is many a lot owner
as follows:
verisimilitude but when it comes to whose land values have increased a
"Should those winter
presenting only facts derogatoiy to a hundred and more per cent in recent
who are lovers of nature, and whose great man, who now dead can not de- years through the enterprise of oth- lot
months fend himself, then truth is sacrificed ers and yet, these
thoughts during the
Where prices arc lowest
so
return
owners
land
at
was
lots
elevated.
There
and
their
instead
of
to
their
wander
gardens,
continually
or to trees and green places which much that was good and noble and the same old assessment figure that
for safe quality"
they know and love, chance to take a admirable in the life and character they did five years ago, not speaking
a
of
which
the
unearned increment
short trip into the near country in of George Washington, that only
else's
enterprise has
a brightness and touch of ghoul will forcibly drag from the somebody
One Resolution to Make
warmth in the sunshine, and certain grave distorted facts of a failing here brought to them.
us
would
Such
have
and
to
there.
will
ghouls
bring
awakenings of nature,
them a thrill of delight in the knowl- look at Washington as a profane
The Taos Valley Xews this week,
drunkard rather than as the nation's in its friendliness to Santa Fe and
edge that 'the winter is. past.'
What other 1910 Resolu
"Snow-bank-s
may be lingering in founder; at Daniel Webster as a wine everything that appertains to Santa1
tion youmay make
dark nooks, there may still be a fringe house bibber rather than the greatest Fe has two congratulatory notices,
of ice upon the brooks that wander orator of his day; at Alexander Ham- saying:
j
Resolve now that you will
"The Santa Fe New Mexican has
through the woods; but in marshy ilton as a libertine rather than as the
statesman.
its
entered
nation's
They
is
greatest
trade at KAUNK & CO. the
upon
year.'
unfolding
places the
its broad leaves; the downy buds are would drag every monument from its It has seen much of, and had much'
coming year. It Is a resoluexpanding upon the willows; many pedestal and throw it into the mud. to do, with Xew Mexico history,
tion In your own Interest, for
maples show a tinge of the red of com- Says the Washington Herald on the and had much to do in shaping the
con-of
i
We
the
It nieans the best possible
same
policies
Territory.
subject:
ing blossoms: grass that has been
on
New
the
Mexican
the
emerald-green- :
gratulate
s
cared
so
is
table supplies at lowest posfor
"Have the
already
thoroughly
properly
s
are exhausted the visible supply or ma- recurrence of its birthday and wish
Crocuses and
sible prices.
it many more.
bravely blooming in sheltered places, terial that they needs must begin dig
"We
in
Fe
Santa
the
congratulate
and if one gently lifts the covering ging up the bones of our ancient and
of the beds where Daffodils have slept honorable ancestors in order that they opening of the first room of the
New Mexican Museum.
This will
Think it over-is- n't
KACSE
through the winter their slender green may sustain public interest in their add to the already attractive and his-- ,
'
tips will be seen pushing through the gentle art?
&
store
Oo, the logical
for you
toric features of the old city, with
brown earth. Frogs in sunny ponds
"Reluctant as one may be so to in- its history, its traditions and its an-1910.
to
through
patronize
are beginning to pipe their shrill song, cline in opinion, it looks very much cient name, all of which are known:
the robins have come back, and the that way! Otherwise, why this Stark to students from one sea board to
returns to the noisy city person, of Boston, who now comes the other. This ancient building:.
cf brick and stone possessed by the into court and says that Benjamin filled with relics of days long gone
longing that spring calls forth, to be Franklin was a postofflce thief, Pat- by will be another attractive feature
at work among the growing things, rick Henry a loafer and a blatherskite, that will allure tourists hitherward
and to watch nature as she comes to Samuel Adams and John Hancock de- and will advertise the Territory as
& COMPANY
life again.
faulters, and even George Washing- well as the old city of Santa Fe. It
be
will
a
matter
owners
of
of
"The happy
gardens know ton a more or less suspicious charpride to our peo
ple."
that now no day should be lost. Even acter?
before the frost has entirely left the
"The average man will hardly care
The Republican Club at Artesia has
vines, and to peruse the
ground, shrubs, hedges,
in
evidence
climbing roses may be fertilized, and suport of these indictments, we im- organized for this year's campaign
the spring rains may carry the tonic agine, because, even if the counts, to- and that it is doing valiant work, can
be gauged from the following doleful
oirectly to the roots of the plants. gether and severally, ring true
admissions of the Democratic Arteno
be
should
which
Manure,
longer
which, likely enough, they do not. he sia Advocate:
YOU TAKE
since in no
called
is only mildly interested at best. He
"At the same time, the new organiPAINS
barn-yarcan manure be
will be disposed to admit that these zation, headed by popular and aggresl
gathered today, mixed with
pioneer patriots had their faults. They sive Republicans will bring out the to make the chilin the proportion of five shovels to were
men, not demisods. Being men full vote of party. The result will dren look pretty
the wheelbarrow of manure, is best who accomplished
great be a considerable increase in the Rethings
for the purpose.
just for a day.
things they made enemies; perhaps publican vote while the Democratic
not preserve
"We read that 'the garden causeth many of them. Such has ever been vote will probably remain about the Why
the
memory of
the things that are sown in it to spring the fate of those who would move for same. Artesia will give a relatively
their
prettiness by
forth," and the etaiiles, "As gardens ward and progress to better) things smaller Democratic majority on a full
of
means
a
side'
'like
watered
the
river
and
vote
than any other precinct in Eddy
by
and nobler ideals. In all probability,
garden,' are refreshing mental pic- there were circumstances here and county and every Democrat will have
PERMANENT
tures to those who know the heat and there in the life of every one of these to get out and hump himself to prePHOTOGRAPHS
that might have leen and vent a slump."
dryness of the east.
Platinum Prints
twisted around to
"Eve.ry garden has its particular verp, douVtl'-shighes
Mexico
New
representee
will
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of
one
seen
be
to
sinister
There
is
and
probate
angles
significance.
charm,
rarely
Jroni which W can turn without hav- mav be fragmentary records of on a have to observe treaty rights or the standard in
and will not
ing gained a inew idea of a color ar- kind and another that, standing for bellicose Austrian government may
rangement, of pertain plants in, won- themselves and by themselves, seem send a squadron up the navigable fade or discolor
derful perfection, of something which to establish their occasional shortcom- Rio Grande. The deaths of
YOU CAN GET
who leave no heirs or
gives delight and inspiration. The lit- ings. So much by way of an effort to
THEM HERE
tle gardens about laborers' cottages, believe that this Mr. Stark is neither testament must be promptly reported
to the consular agents of Emperor surpassing a steel
where the few flowers mean eo much a faker nor a fool!
"As for Franklin, Adams, Hancock Francis Joseph' so that the paternal ?ngfraving in softto the man or woman who cares for
them in moments before or after a et al., however, we shall continue to government across the ocean may look ness and tone.
long day's toil, touch the heart as accept them as good mem and true, up relatives who might have rights to
EI Pioon Gallery
no great garden can, however com- just as history has eo Tong set It down, the estate. As a rule foreign governs
look after their citizens in, life
ments
comof
art
in
and
all
with
general
regardless
najture
that
Carlos lierra
plete
bined are able to accomplish. Every and this Stark In particular. We know, and death much more closely than
lover of flowers has her own ideas from authentic and undisputed testi-- does Uncle Sam.
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J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

L, A, HUGHES,

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.
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OF SAFITA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

3

For

Laundry Work

"fP
j

j

rs

j

KERR'S

e

s

cat-hir-

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans mone on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in alL markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
Jtjtj mijnjiJTJTrunruTJTJTP-rL- n ruTjTjxnjTrLnnruvirLri.'

THE

HOTEL

PALACE

nine-tenth-

,

H

-'

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

S. KAUNEI

& Co.

j

GROCERS

Tietor

town-dwelle-

j

ice-bou-

Commodious Sample Room

-

;

Long Distance Telephone Station.

mid-Marc-

skunk-cabbag- e

forty-sevent-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
jIN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FKESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE BEST.

h

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

Now

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
best
that we merit

muck-raker-

Snow-drop-

J

Serving

yours.

prKf

HERRERA.
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKPropritor.

j

1

town-dwell- er

H, S. KAUNE

I

PHONE 26

lirst

Class

aii TloMilly

Up-Wa-

te
.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Hot and Cold Water
In every Room

DON

GASPAR AND

WATER STREET,

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Beat
Electric Light
Modern

Baths.

'barn-yard- ,"

d

bone-mea-

s

s

Photo-raph-

y

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifi
Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Bnrned Leather Goods
' '
Bnrned Wooden Placqnes
ill Kinds of Drawn Work. ,;
Leather Pillows Tops ; vJ ?:

Many
other
articles
'.that

attract

Austro-Hungaria-

(

muck-racker-

-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAN DELARIO
301-30-

3

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor
Santa Fe, N, M.
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SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

Robert Green of Pontine, Mich., is a
sightseer in town.
Samuel Hartley of Ruckman, is visiting friends in the city.
Paul H. Winkinson of Antonito,
Colo., is at the C'oronado hotel.
E. Christiansen, a traveling man
from Chicago, is at the Palace.
.1. M. Cash, a real estate man from
Iowa City, is here on business.
E. .1. O'Brien, a busmess man of
New York City, is at the Palace.
Mrs. J. M. P.royles of El Paso, is a
sighieeer registered at the Claire.
C. S. Price, a traveling man from
Madisonville, Ky., is at the Palace
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. I.osan Tompkins of
St. Louis, are tourists registered at
the Claire.
J. Hesch, the contractor and builder, left this morning for Rowe on the
upper Pecos.
G. O. Hall, W. F. Xeery and H. A.
Rippeth are Denverites registered at
the Hotel Modern.

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.
S

oyi

Spaulding 1910 Record Books

IT IS NEAR HOUSE

CLEANING TIME
a JAP. A.LAC will made old fur.
uuure iook jiKe 119W.
All kinds of floor paints, nils pHH?S
varnishes, Alabastine and Kal- somine

.17

TRUST

-I- NSURANCE

n

ytew!!?

OF

IMPLEMENTS

FARMING

F0R TIiE FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS

Th ey Go FAST, but

Ye

then

MARCH IS HERE AND EVERY ONE JS

Phone. Fed Ko. 189

STYLE.

War

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

1

Everything in Hardware

LADIES

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

iStSSZZl

.

M

SURETY BONDS.

St.

.

ATMTCO

Sun-derma-

119 San Francisco

.

ALL

I--

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

.

Vrquhart, representing Park,
KINDS
Davis & Co., wholesale chemists, is
calling on pharmacists here.
E. S. Kinkead, a business man of
Angeles, and uncle of Surveyor
I
MVJC-IGeneral March, is at the Palace.
Samuel Hecht of Denver, Henry
Swan of Trinidad, and Fred H.
of St. Louis, are traveling
men registered at the Claire hotel.
Charles? M. Loughlin, formerly working
as a compositor for the New Mexican Printing Company, is now at
ver, where he underwent a successful
operation. Upon advice of his physi
cian he will go to Oklahoma or Texas
via Kansas.
,
I have received a fine
Judge X. B. Laughlin, who was one
of the delegation of three that the line of Silk for Shir
business men of Santa Fe sent to Waists etc.
Washington to ask the statesmen
LATEST
there to relieve this county from the
In Tailored and Ready
railroad bond indebtedness, returned
here yesterday. Levi A. Hughes and to
Hats for Eajly
former Governor L. Bradford Prince,
Wear.
the other members of the delegation,
are expected home shortly, after atMISS A MUGLER
tending to business in Washington.
Southeast Corner Ptaza.
Mr. Hughes went to Boston and Mrl
Prince to Xew York City.
"R. J. Parker, general superintendU. P.
S. P. 125
X. Y. C. 121
ent of the Western Grand division 183
steel SO
pfd. 119
of the Santa Fe, passed through thS
Chicago. 111., Feb. 23. Wheat May
city this afternoon in his private ca 113
July 104
en route from Albuquerque
to hi
Xew York, Pb. 23 Lead quiet,
headquarters at La Junta. Mr. Parker $4.554.C5; copper dull, standard spot
was accompanied by F. M. BisbeS,
13,00; silver 52.
and March $12,87
chief engineer of the western grand
GRAIN. POKK, LARD AND RIBS.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

FOR SALE

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS

R. R.

O

tea

When you want a good glove, bat
or ball, ccme in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONF.:"

Charles X. Johnson and C. H.
W. L. DOUGLAS, the great Boston shoe manufacturer and former governor of Massachusetts, first saved and banked $000 he got for making and Humphier of East Ias Vegas are at
mending shoes. This was his start in business. Today he is worth many the Coronado hotel.
F. E. Maier of Chicago, and George
millions.
"W. Smith of
Philadelphia, are travelMake OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
ing men in the city.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hoi ton Dye
Miss Helen Holton of Indianapoand
CO.
&
BANK
lis, are tourists in the city.

UNITED STATES

CO.

HIMSELF, TO KEEP

VE

CfiN SAVE YoU

IN

A FEW.

BUSTER,

i

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

3--

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE

1--

All kinds of furnishings from. ehinawarao sjoyps, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for ihe b&bies.
aad bat racks. Wagner folding
Tney are GREAT!!
go-car- ts

2

Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.

Ornamental

Doors.

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and

free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
archi
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RXTSCH.

PAY
and
c

r j

Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest care and unfailtng fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depeDd
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.
ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges n
spite of our extra care and extra quality.'
'.,

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STBlPLlNG-BORflOW-

S

division, who was also en iroute to his
headquarters at. La Junta. Superintendent J. M. Kurn arrived in the city
this afternoon from the south, con
tinning his journey on to La Junta in
company with Mr. Parker." Las Vegas Optic.
"H..M. Sweezy, the popular Las Vegas railroad man, (member of the
legislature and author of the publica
tion law), who was recently elected
general chairman of the grievance
committee of the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen for the entire'San-t- a
Fe system, announced that he had
decided to establish his headquarters
in Kansas City. He will leave tonight for Topeka where he goes on
official business and will probably not
visit Las Vegas again for two months.
Mrs. Sweezy is preparing to leave for
Kansas City in the near future."
Las Vegas Optic.
L. Bradford
Prince
will leave Flushing, N. Y., for home
on Thursday and expects to return
to Santa Fe by Sunday evening. He
reports that the Santa Fe committee
received very courteous treatment
from the hands of Senator Beveridge
who seemed disposed to concede whatever seemed reasonable to Santa Fe's
representatives and went out of his
way to arrange committee meetings
for them..
Prince seema
to think that the outlook for a favorable enabling act of some sort is quite
promising. He prepared a statement
to be included in the report of the
committee.

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

MARKET REPORT

24

try

July 66
May 651-2- ;
July 43
May 46
Pork May $23.S5; July 23.82
Lard May 12.871-2- ; July 12.871-2- .
Ribs May 12.571-2- ;
July 12.55.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Feb. 23. Wool dull; territory and western mediums 2528;
fine mediums 2024; fine 12 21.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Feb. 23. Cattle Receipts
15,000. Market strong to ten higher,
Beeves $4.758; Texas steers $4.50
3--

western steers $4.506.25;
stockers and feeders $3.50(a5.75; cows
calves $7.25
and heifers $2.506-155.60;

;

(&9.90;

Receipts 25,000. Market
Hogs
ten higher. Light $9.109.50; mixed
$9.159.60; heavy $9.259.60; rough
$9.209.35;; good to choice heavy
bulk
pigs $8.359.35;
$9.359.60;
$9.459.5n.
Receipts 14,000. Market
Sheep
strong. Native $4.75 7.65; western
$57.50; yearlings $7.708.60; lambs
native $7.509.30; western $7.50
9.30.

Kansas City,

Mo., Feb. 23

Cattle-Rece-

ipts,

southincluding
10
to
cents
higherns; market, strong
7,000;

100

4;

Prime paper

4

dollars

44; Amal. 75

7-- 8;

3-- 4

O

"LI- -

IB.

PERFECT riTTIiNG MEN J READY To WEAR

CLOTHING eJUST RECEIVED. WE ARE NOW
A5LE To OFFER OUR PATRoN.5 NEWER

PAT-TERN-bET-

FITTING

QUALITIEJ-AN- D
REAL
SERVICEABILITY IN REAL HAND TAILoRED- .SHAPE-RETAINI-

NG

all
than ha--

ever before been clothing
shown in

wool-ready-to-w- ear

this 'city. the
models.

latest fifth

avenue

and shoulders are form
linings are full of service'
retaining,
and the fabrics are those sanctioned
by the great style centers.
popular prices $15,00 and $20.00

8.50.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

e

N

TOWNSEND & CO.

CLARENDON
UAKUtiN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

HICE

APPLES

SSd8y

BAY
amid

n and Afeer RAareh 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wke tig those dask pla C&S and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
AP

Light Company

NOW.

Pure bred burred Plymouth Rocks and White Wynndottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean Iwholesoinfl food
onlyV No'chanee of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

our Electric Service

Santa Fe Abater

j

collars

W.

Receipts, 6,000; market,
Sheep
strong. Muttons $6.007.25; lambs
2
$8.258.25; fed western wethers and
Mexican yearlings $6.508.50; fed western
ewes $6.007.00.
Atch. 115

TER

FABRIC-5-MoR-

er. Native steers $5.507.75; southern steers $5.00G.50; southern cows
$3.255.25; native cows and heifers
$3.506.50; stockers and feeders $4.00
X6.00; bulls $4.005.50; calves $4.50
9.25; western steers $4.52 7.00;
western cows $3.50 6.00.
Receipts, 8,000; market,
Hogs
10 cents higher. Bulk of sales $9.10
9.35; packers and hutchers $9.20
9.40; light $9.00 9.30; pigs $8.00

, MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 23. Call money

Mexican.
If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad

Corn
Oats

3C
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

SI. Louis Rocky ML &

S.

Price, Madisonville, Ky.; Mr.

FEBRUARY 23, 1910.

Notice for Publication.
(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 19. 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Sandoval, of Cow Springs,
(P. O.
Lamy), X. M., who, on March 29,
1904, made homestead entry (Serial
X
03731) Xo. 7871, for SE
SE
j , gE 14
gec j T
.g
gw
R
p x JL p Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore the register and receiver U. S.
land 0fljCe( at Santa Fe, X. M., on the
14th day of April, 191u.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eulogio Sandoval, Victoriano GarFiliberto
cia, Francisco Sandoval,
Martinez, all of Lamy, X. M.
MAXUEL R. OTERO,

CURES
BLOOD POISON

Palace.
C.

Pacific

M.

and Mis. William Holton Dye, Miss
Helen Holton, Indianapolis; E. Sieck-- j
Removing the outward symptoms is not all that is necessary to cure
man. It. K. L rqiihan, Denver; Robert: Contagious Blood Poison. The virulent perms wnicn produce mesa exiera real
C.ree, Pontiac, Mich.; E. Chnshansen, nal manifestations must be completely driven from the blood before
or
sooner
will
circulation
the
in
left
ieast
can
be
taint
The
effected.
cure
Chicago; S. Spitz, City: George Fischhideous
all
its
with
symptoms
cause
of
a
the
fresh
trouble,
outbreak
er, St. Louis; E. J. OT.rien, Xew York later
spo.s. tailing nzr.so b nu
of ulcerated mouth and throat, copper-coiore- d
City; K. S. Kinkead, Los Angeles; J. m or
i ir ir
i i
m.i
n nn
i
Liiic v.
iii
tin
M. Cash, Iowa City, la.: V. E. Smith
Medicines which merely check the symptoms for a time, because of their
Anionito: F. E. Maier, Chicago; strong mineral nature, and Cleave the poison smouldering in the system, have
o l,
Miles Krom
Nl
iMlisFrom
W. Smith, Philadelphia
The disease always returns, aireru
v
Goon
k
'brought disappointment to thousands.
J
HAII.Y
D A
LY
KatOD
f x Moines
n
S. S. S. cures contagious liiooa roiuoii auu tui
such treatment.
Claire.
F. M. manently. It goes into the blood, and removes every particle of the poison,
E. Christiansen, Chicago;
10 UU a. m.
circulation pure, rich and heaitiiy, nor aoes b. b.d. itve hid
49
.0
6 30 p.m.
Des Moines.
Lv.
N;M.
Arr,
- Ruraaldo.
Rowan, Alamosa, Colo.; W. C. Mc making the
"
10 12 a. m.
4
6
S. S. P.. does not contain
6 15 p. in.
Lv.
of the disease for future outbreaks.
trace
slightest
'
10 as a. m.
11
Samuel
88
4 65 p. m.
Hecht,
Deumaa
Donald, Carrizozo;
is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
mineral
but
"
ingredient,
10 50 a. m.
18
any
4
82
u
35
p. in. Denver; Fred
St. which are most valuable in their
H. Sunderman,
g
11 05 a. m
" Oapul
80
properties, and at the
2S
4 25 p. m
Vigil
31 20 a. ra
"
" ThorapsoD
"
If you
tA
Mrs. J. M. Broyles, Georgio same time specifically adapted to building up the entire system.
It
8 56 p. m
Louis;
11 43 a. m.
"
"
81
18
8 30 v. ni
will thorS.
because
will
cure
Cunningham
it
S.
S.
Blood
Poison
El
Paso.
you
have
'
Pike,
12 20
Contagious
"
7
2 65 p. m'
OUItoii House Juaotlon "
ii
p.m.
12 45 p.m.
2 30 pm"
oughly purify your Blood. Home Treatment Book and any medical advice
Modern.
Arr.
w
0
r&toni n w
3 30 B. m,
12 25 p. m- - '
Lv."
Lv.
free to all.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Register.
C.
Mr.
W.
Mrs.
Cash
and
Warner,
3 50 p. m,
"
42
m7
12 05 p.
Clifton House Junction
Lv.
" Preston
4 15 p. m.
"
"
49
G.
O.
18
A.
J.
Sll 40 a. in-.
Abbott,
City;
Hull,;
Entry;
'
" Koehler
"
45 p m.
68
11 06 a' m
28
If you want anything on earth try
W. F. Xeery, H. A. Rippet.h, Denver. ; " Koehler Ju-tt4 55 p.m.
"
58
"
11 15 a. m20
" Colfax
5 50 p. in.
"
"
68
lir ious meal it was and then lay doz- - the creation of a commission to re- j 3 sew Mexican Want Ad.
88
tlO 16 a. m
Coronado.
fi 15 p, m.
"
" Oerrososo
77
"
9 43 a. m
41
M. Freilinger, Jr., Proctor Madole, ing or talking beside the bush-firelumi me uusmesa mcuiuua ui iuc
6 35 p.m.
9 25 a. m
Arr
Lv.
M
47
N.
M.
U1MAKRON
eminent.
moon
7 60 a. m
ISP. m.
R. S. Harbinson, Estancia; H. Alexan-- ' At half-paLv.
the
having
Afr
eight,
" Nash
7 10 p.m.
88
7 "0 a. m-60
N. M.
Lv
He said that present methods were
I
der, H. Madison, Bisbee, Ariz.; Chas. risen, we were off again. The safari
" Harlan
"
23 p. ui.
7 25 a. m'
89
68
I
"
7 45 p.m.
94
7 00 a.m. X. Johnson,
Ute Park
C. H. Humphries, East was still in high spirits, and started obsolete and believed there was an
69
a
Buck-wiiLas Vegas; Samuel Hartley,
the usual chanting and drum- - annual loss of at least $300,000,000
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- year. At his instance the bill was so
man; W. A. Chandler, Hodges; A. J. m ing.
to provide that the comas
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson X. Shorter, Mountainair; M. R.
amended
across
Hartman,
We pushed steadily onward
M., C:15 p. m.
E. C. ABBOTT
Denver; Paul H. Wilkinson, Antonito. the .plain, the dust rising in cloius un-- 1 mission should be composed entirely
senaConnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, X. M.,
five
of
of
members
Congress,
Attorney-at-Lai
Someder the spectral moonlight.
S:55 a. m.
tors and five representatives.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT VISITS
Practice in the District and Suwe rode, sometimes we walked
times
N.
Van
meets
for
M.,
Houten,
Stage
trains at Preston, N. M.
FRENCH CATHOLIC MISSION. to ease our horses. The Southern Zone System for Second Class Mail. preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive an d
The indications point to serious attention
to
all business.
depart from Des Moines as follows:
given
was
Cross
Ulieuu.) tucau, i.ui.
Unntirtopatinn lminp- rivpn Iw fnwwss Santa
XORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
Xew Mexico
Fe,
to
Remrakable
Self
Tribute
and
the
the
horizon.
above
Pays
higher
Higher
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
)o a prop08iUon t0 establish a zone
Xo. 8, 9:27 a. m.
flood
of
Labors
Priests
rose the moon, and brighter the
Sacrificing
Xo. 7, 8:12 p. in.
system of mail rates lor second-clas- s
Xo. 2, 7:05 p. m.
CHARLES F. EASLEY
At intervals the bark-- , lnatter. It wm be recalled that the
of her light.
Night on the Arid Plateau.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
(Late
Surveyor General)
on
either
was
heard
ing call of zebras
S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W.
presjdent pointed out in his annual
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Attorney-at-Lawe
when
was
It
hand.
after
Trails
Game
in
African
midnight
Northwestern R; at Cimarron, N. M.
(From
message that, whereas, the average
Land and Mining business a specCimarron, X. M., is depot for the fo llowing points in New Mexico: Ocate, March Scribner's, by Theodore Roose- again halted. The porters were tired, distance that newspapers are carried
ialty.
came
the
r
as
did
not
up;
and
291
jS
haul
of inaga-aising
they
miles, the average
velt.)
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
New Mexico
was cool, almost nipping, and they sines is 1,049 and that of miscellane-a- t Santa Fe,
Ute Park, X. M., is depot for folio wing points in New Mexico: Arroyo
The preceding Sunday, at Nairobi, I
blanktheir
down
in
Testionce
miles.
huddled
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
1,129
0us periodicals
Lobo, had visited the excellent French Cath
CATRON & CATRON
olic Mission, had been most courteous-- 1 ets, some of them building fires. We, mony before the House committee on
Ojiesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red River. jjtyi Taos and Twining.
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
our
has
horses
and
heads
after
white
men,
postofBces
seeing
post
brought
ly received by the fathers, had gone the
W. A. GtRWVN.
Office:
Catron Block
J. van HOUTEN;
J. DEDMA.N,
over their plantations and the school staked out, each lay down in his over- out the fact that some of the largest
- Xew Mexico
Fe
Santa
V Dres. and (Sen Mqrconcerns
Gen
his
with
their
Pass
coat
or jacket and slicker,
mailing magazines give
Agen in which they taught the children of
Superintendent
RATON. N. JH
RATON, N, JW the settlers (much to my surprise, head on his saddle, and his rifle be- snort nam business to tne express
RATON, N- - M.
G. VOLUEY HOWARD
among them were the three Parsee side him, and had a little over two companies and their long haul mail to
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
children, who were evidently put on a hours' sleep. At three we were off the government, which probably
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
different plane from the other again, the shivering porters making counts for the discrepancy set forth
Speaks
Spanish
bv
tne
President.
Representative
Indians, even the Gouanese), and had no sound as they started; but once un- Phone 192 Black
Stafford
of
believes
that
Wisconsin,
been keenly interested in their ac- - der way the more intermittent chant,
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
matter
clt on second-clas- s
count of their work and of the ob-- ! and most of the rest by degrees joined tlle,
New Mexico
out
in- - Santa Fe,
be
without
.could
wiped
'
largely
in the occasional grunt or hum that
stacles with which: they met.
undue
fllctmB
hardshlP
"
At Kija.be I spent several exceeding-- ' served as chorus.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
For four hours we traveled stead- ly interesting hours at the American
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies
Un
Industrial Mission. Its head. Mr. Hnrl-- ! iiv. first through the moonlight, and tier such a
Attorneys-at-Laone cent a
the
system
hurt, had called On me in Washington then through the reddening dawn, pound irate could be continued for
Practice in the
and DisFrom Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
at the White House, in the preceding Jackals shrieked, and the plains plov- - a distance of, say, three hundred trict Courts. MiningSupreme
and Land Law a
New-Mexico- ,
October, and I had then made up my er wailed and scolded as they circled miles, one and one-hal- f
Douglas, and all Points in
cents could specialty. Office in Catron Block.
mind that if the chance occurred I round us.
and
Mexico
ot
be charged for double that distance, Santa Fe
the
New Mexico
Arizona,
must certainly visit his mission. It is
and so on to a limit of three thousand
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
an interdenominational mission, and ELFEGO GARCIA FIGHTING
miles.
G. W. PRICHARD
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
FOR HIS CHILD.
is carried on in a spirit which comAttorney and Consellor-at-Labines to a marked degree broad sanitv
It is an admitted fact that real esPractice in all the District Courts
&
and common sense with disinterested Will Apply for Writ of Habeas Cor- - tate, financial men and merchants all and
gives special attention to cases
Child
Pus at Denver, Demanding
fervor. Of course, such work, under
before
are
best
that
the Territorial Supreme Court.
results
and
say
quickest
Be Produced in Court,
the conditions which necessarily ob-- 1
obtained by advertising in the New Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
tain in east Africa, can only show
Mexican.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. In an at- gradual progress; but I am sure that
C. W. G. WARD
missionary work of the Kijabe kind temljt t0 Set possession of his baby
Territorial
District Attorney
NOTICE OF SALE.
will be an indispensable factor in the S'rl taken away h his wife when sne
San Miguel and Mora Counties
For
N.
j
Notice is hereby given that on the 22ndslow uplifting of the natives There is fle1 from nis home in Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Collector
rank Las Vegas,
For Rates and full information address
Garcia
23'
full recognition of the fact that Indus- - M- a??ly
j"1
six quarts bottles of whiskey,
trial training is a foundation stone in lor a writ or naueas cuiyus ueaiauums pints findabove
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
described property having
FOX,
the effort to raise ethical and moral that the Child be yproduced in court by beenThe.
seized lor violation of Section 6 Act
Atto rn ey
1897.
who
those
in
March 3,
have it
custody.
standards. Industrial teaching must
in the District Courts as
Practice
describ-in& P. A.
claira
above
the
person
Any
ing
writ' will be directed to R E ert
Is requlrj-t- l to niak such
go hand in hand with moral teaching
before
as
well
the Supreme Court of
- in p,.0porty
ColoEl Paso Texas.
of
the
to
with
compliance s law, 1 the undersigned
and in both the mere force of ex- Pierce, superintendent
11
the
MIOU
ln
Ull)
territory.
to
,)r
"
rado Children's Home Society,
of this notlce- H, F.BAKDSHAK
ample and the influence of Arm, kindLas Cruces.
New Mexico
it is alleged the young mother,
Collector.
whom,
ly sympathy and understanding, count
is said, by her mother,
it
overawed,
2om
There
is
further made over the child. Pierce is said
immeasurably.
EDWARD C. WADE
of the fact that in such to have
recognition
Attorney-at-Laa
family:
glven tne cn0d to
a country the missionary
should in tne western part of the state for
Practices In the Supreme and Diseither already know how to, or else ad'option. The fight for its possession
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
S9BBBS8
at once learn how to, take the lead is
Probate Court, and before the U. S.
likely to be long and costly for the
himself in all kinds of industrial and father is
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
wealthy and determined to
mechanical work. Finally the effort get the child. As his signature did
Offices.
is made consistenly to teach the na- - not appear on the papers giving the
New Mexico
Las Cruces
tive how to live a more comfortable, child to the home, or on the adoption
useful and physically and morally paper, it is believed they are invalid,
WILLIAM McKEAN
be Inaugurated
Attorney-at-Lacleanly life, not under white condi-- 1
The main purpose of the writ, it is
tions, but under the conditions which said, is to force Pierce to divulge the
and Land Law.
Mining
MARCH 1st. 1910
he will actually have to face when he name of the family which adopted the
New Mexico
Taos
goes back to his people, to live among infant.
occasion
the
For
this
After letters had failed to induce
W. A. FLEMING JONES
them, and, if things go well, to be in
SANTA PE will sell tickets
wife to return to him, Garcia ac- turn
his
his
Bonds and Investments
conscious
a
or
unconscious
OF
RATE
ONE FARE
MexNew
from all points ia
a lawyer, came to Denfor good.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
companied
by
missionary
FORTHE ROUND TRIP
ico, Trinidad and El Paso,
ver four days ago. Since then the atA Tropic Night.
Judicial District of New Mexico.
to thto
has
been
(Jity atone
persuade
trying
Eastern and local bank references.
Slowly the shadows lengtened; the torney
fire for the round trip.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
light waned, the glare or the white, tDe wlte wno lS on'y 17 J'ears ola t0
He believes
rliist.vulain wna snftpnpH an,i th0 hnin return to her husband.
R. W. WITTMAN
outlines of the distant mountains the girl wants to return but is afraid
27 28i &
is
OF
Draftsman
grew dim. Just before nightfall we of her mother and as the latter
halted on the further side of a dry i,,reseiu aL
Copies furnished of records on file
Limit
3rd 191
watercourse.
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
The safari came up!has been lnade toward a recon?llia'
, ...
luon.
J
.t.:ti.New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Blueing aim nuisuiug, aim nie men
According to the application for the
put down their loads, lit fires, and writ!
Oarcbi. and Florence Collie.
TAKE THE
JOHN K. STAUFFER
with chatter and laughter .prepared
FE,
of Mrs. M. j. Collie, 2216
daughter
their food. The crossi llg WaS nOt iTrl.
Notary Public
otvOQt
morrioJ ot AlVi,,.
the
all
FE
SANTA
Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
way'
good, the sides of the watercourse be- - querque
April 29, 1908. The child was
...
Office with the New Mexican Printemu eacu wagon was
al1909.
The
26,
Dorn
June
Bip,
petition
ACCOUNT
ing Company.
uiougiiu uirougn ny a nouoie span, the leges tnat Mrs, Collie on July 23, vis
as
an
aceomwhips cracking lustily
ited her daughter and induced her by
painment to the shouts of the drivers, threats to leave her home with her
as the thirty oxen threw their weight child, and that on August 11 she
into the yokes by which they were forced the young wife to place the
attached to the long trek tow. The baby in the Colorado Children's home.
horses were fed. We had tea, with
According to the story told by Mrs.
Tickets on Sale February 26th and 28th.
hread and cold meat and a most de- - Collie, she, when visiting her daugh-- ;
Return Limit March 3rd
ter, took t a violent dislike to the
young wife's surroundings and believ-- 1
See the Santa Fe Agent
a
ed her daughter was not being treated
for particulars regarding
iiiiiiM
m
imm
properly.
low rates to California and
She appealed to the police, but they
refused to help her, and she induced
Northwest th s Summer.
the
the mother to bring the baby to Den--'
She is quoted as saying she
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
Stomach trouble i3 but a symptom of, and not ver.
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia, will never permit her daughter to re- U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet turn to
Garcia and that she is indif-- i
are symptoms only of a certain soenifln
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving they
Nerve sickness-noth- ing
else.
ferent as to what disposition is made
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between in the creation of that now very popuiai tomueh 0f the ChUd' SaVe that She tnmks her
these points over any other route. Remedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative. (Joing direct
and Kissel Automobiles.
career might suffer if she
stomach
to
alone brought that success daughters
Shortest route between Roswell and Full equipment of modern Cars In andthefavor to Dr.nerves,
had it to care for.
Snoop and his Restorative. With-ooriginal and highly vital principle, no
One way, commencing
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and service securing comfort to passen- such that
Limit, ix
lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
'PXrO.UV March
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- gers. Courteous and expert Chauf1st. 1910.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad ALDRICH COULD SAVE
Months
and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
NATION $300,000,000 A YEAR.
tancia Valley and Western New Mex- feurs in charge of every car. Seats breath
Restorative
Tablets or Liquid and see for your-sereserved on Auto by applying to
what it can and will do. We sell and cheer-full-y
ico.
recommend
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Washington, Feb. 23. Senator Al- , Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ro
drlch said that if permitted to do so,
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
Santa Fe Agent for particulars, time tables
well, New Mexico.
he would undertake to run the gov- -'
Call on or address any Literature
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
etc. pertaining to California and
60 lba.
Baggage allowance
of
ifor
Any
the Great Bouthwest.
eirnment
,the United States
Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
$300,000,000 a year less than it now
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv-- by notifying Company at Roswell.
costs. He was not presenting a forH. S, LUTZ Agent, BantaFe, N. M.
mal proposition, but was making a
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
speech to the senate on his bill for

Company.

Railway

;

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect Ju!y 14, 1908.
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FATHER OF

HJ5C0UNTRY
Faculty and Students of St.
Michael's College Pay
Honor to His Memory
MUSICAL AND LITERARY GEMS

Essays by J. Felipe Hubbell Jr.,
and Manuel Lujan Were
Literany Gemes.
Washington's birthday was fittingcelebrated at St. Michael's college
from the time the students assembled
on the campus to salute Old Glory
when the Stars and Stripes were unfurled to the breeze yesterday morning until the tired celebrants were
locked in the arms of Mohpheus an
hour before midnight.
A musical and literary entertainment under the auspices of St.
Michael's Literary Society was the
feature of the day. It was held in
the Senior hall whicn was decorated
for the occasion with flags, bunting,
and pictures of the Father of his
country.
The orchestra under the direction
of Brother Fabian was at its best, and
each number was greeted with great
applause.
The essays by J. Felipe Hubbell,
Jr., and Manuel Lujan were literary
gems, and the. manner in which they
were delivered left the impression
that the young orators will be heard
from in the future state of Xew Mexly

ico.

Before the final, Father Bobst in
a few happy remarks complimented
the students on their ability to entertain in the musical and literary lines.
Rev. Joseph Pugens and Rev. Mr.
Reno were also present.
The Program.
American Airs
Overtui-College Orchestra.
Grand Chorus with Orchestral Accompaniment.
College Glee
"America"
Edwin Schutz
Violin Solo
The Day We Celebrate
J. Felipe Hubbell, Jr.
IMano Duet
John Clark, J. Felipe Hubbell, Jr.
e

Instrumental Quintette
Te Volvere a Ver
S. Tafoya, L. iSchutz, Henry' Krick,
L. Balderrama, J. Clark.
Recitation. .The Revolutionary Alarm
,

Edwin Bchurz.
Heidelberg March . Junior Orchestra
Yankee Doodle Boy
Vocal
Joseph de Soto and Joseph Schauer
with chorus.
Glowworm
Instrumental Trio .
A. Balderrama, J
Balderrama, F.
Chavez.
Manuel Lujan
Patriotism
Leo Schutz
Cornet 'Solo
Warren's Address
Recitation
Edward Laughlin.
Queen's Lace Handkerchief (Strauss)
College Orchestra.

lies on the Pacific shore. From Santa
Monica he turned about facing eastward, walking to Pasadena, where he
rested for the night; distance covered
the first day 2S miles. The next day he
and like
hit the Santa Fe
Halley's comet we only get glimpses
of him by telegraph. However, unlike the comet, he is beating his
schedule, and promises to peg his
daily itinerary ahead of time. For it
is in the bond that, although he rests
Sundays, he may take advantage of
weather and good roads, and speed
when he feels like it.
February 10 he spent the night at
Needles, Calif., in Fred Harvey's El
Garces hotel, and Saturday, February
12, he crossed the Colorado river by
the Santa Fe bridge into Arizona. This
was Lincoln's birthday, but he spent
the day on the road, observing Sunday
as the great Emancipator's anniversary at the little station of Hackberry.
At Williams, Ariz., he turned aside,
pacing his way along the Santa Fe's
branch line t.o the Grand Canyon. This
took the greater part of two days, but
he wanted to see this greatest of
El
nature's wonders, and, besides.
Tovar hotel where Mr. Brant, the famous host of this famous tavern, looked after him, was a delightful place
for him to spend his second Sunday
out.
Returning to Williams and- the main
line, he passes Flagstaff, within eight
miles of a famous canyon of cliff
dwellings, and eastward lies Canyon
Diablo, where the railway crosses a
yawning abyss. Further eastward,
February 25, he 'comes to Adamana,
and the Petrified Forests. He enters
New Mexico Monday, February 2S.
March 2 he passes Lagupna, where he
pauses for rest and refreshment in
narrow streets of an ancient village of
the Pueblo Indians.
He comes to the fine city of AlbuMarch 3, 1044
querque Thursday,
miles out, passing Sunday beneath
the roof of the famous Alvarado hotel.
Here he will have an opportunity of
visiting Fred Harvey's largest curio
shop and conversing with the Navajo
blanket-weaver- s
employed there. On
he goes, March 5, to Lamy, and night
overtakes him on top of the Glorieta
Pass. On to Las Vegas, March C, and
the next day he enters the high
plateau where in the early days ran
right-of-wa-

y,

the ancient Santa Fe trail. Friday
night, March 11, he rests at Raton,
the next day climbing Raton Pass and
through the tunnel and down the hill

to Trinidad, and Sunday, March 12,
finds him at Thatcher, a little station
sitting in the plains.
Monday, March 14, Tie passes the
night at La Junta, the guest of Fred
Harvey. Here the broad Arkansas
river, now big with mountain freshets,
becomes his companion, and he follows the valley all the way to Hutchinson. Tuesday, March 15, (the noon
meal at Las Animas and bed at
he will celebrate his seventy-secon- d
He crosses the state
birthday.
line into Kansas at Coolidge March
17, and at Syracuse he celebrates St.
Patrick's day with a good supper and
a restful bed in Fred Harvey's hotel,
the "Sequoyah." This puts him 1485
miles on his journey.
And so he races down the valley,
sunshine and similing landscapes all
the way. At Great Bend the course
of the river valley takes him almost
to the exact center of the United
States, and thence he follows the railway southeasterly to Hutchinson. Beyond, over a little divide is Newton,
and at Peabody he comes to the beautiful Cottonwood valley, where he remains over Sunday, March 26. Thence
he travels down the valley to Emporia,
where he will meet William Allen
White and eat dinner in Mr. Harvey's
newest hotel. Here another little
climb over a divide, jogging along to
coming to
Topeka and Lawrence,
Kansas City, Saturday, April 2, for the
midday meal. Traveling by way of
Chicago he is scheduled to arrive at
ity Hall, New York City, Tuesday,
May 17, 4 p. m.
March 15, 1909, Mr. Weston undertook to cover the distance between
New York and San Francisco within
100 days, but stress of heat and unexpected storms prevented, and he
was five days behind. Now he undertakes the feat by a route more favored by nature, and there is no doubt
of his success.
Mr. Weston's first walking feats
were in 1858 when he was a New
York Herald "pair of legs," chasing
news and doing other stunts on foot
for the elder Bennett. His first long
walk was from Boston to Washington in 1861, to witness the inauguration of President Lincoln.
Starting
from the state house February 22, he
reached the national capitol March 4,
Cad-doa-

),

in time for the cerenioines, 453 miles
within 20S hours.
In 1S67 he walked the distance of
132U miles bftwem Portland, Me., and
Chicago, 111., within an hour and
days.
twenty minutes; under twenty-si- x
On this walk he learned to conserve
his strength and take care of his feet,
and thereafter he was able to accomplish remrakable feats. He was on
foot the most of the time, performing
many long distance journeys, until
174. Then he dropped out awhile,
doins; long jaunts in ISSfi and 1893,
simply for exercise and to keep In
proper condition. In 1900, for the
benfit of some medical friends, he
walked 100 miles between Philadelphia and New York within six minutes under twenty-fou- r
nours. This
was in his sixty-eight- h
year. In October. 1907, he repealed his walk of
forty years before from Portland to
Chicago, beating his record of 1SG7,
twenty nine hours. In the spring of
190S he walked the distance of 512
miles between San Francisco and Los
Angeles within twelve days. In the
early days one of Mr. Weston's "starters" was no less a person than Theodore Roosevelt, who at the time was
a olice commissioner of New York
City. On that occasion, Mr. Weston
did 103 miles within twenty-thre- e
hours and 59 minutes. Mr. Weston
has walked in all of the countries of
Europe, winning prizes, plaudits, congratulations and, above all, respect
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Will leave Santa Fe 8 46 a.m.
Ai Arrive at Kansas City 5 50 p. m next clay
r Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
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E. P. & S W. and Rock Island traios carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars ard Coaahes
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WANTED To rent two to five
acres, suitable for raisins chickens.
Henry Miller, 3il San Francisco St.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co.. maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael Real Estate.
FOR SALE fMti acre? level land,
tinder the Socorro ditch, 10 miles
east of EI Paso, Tex., $50 per acre on
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real

If you had positive proof that a certain remedy for
female ills had made many remarkable cures, would' you
not feel like trying it ?
If during the last thirty years we have not succeeded i:t
d
woman that Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
convincing every
fair-minde-

Vegetable Compound has cured thousands and thou
sands of women of the ills peculiar to their sex, then we
long for an opportunity to do so by direct correspondence.
Meanwhile read the following letters which we guarantee
to be genuine and truthful.
Hudson, Ohio." I suffered for a Ions time from a weakness
inflammation, dreadful pains each month and suppression.
had been doctoring and receiving onlv temporary relief, when a.
friend advised me to take Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I did so, and wrote to you for advice. I have fait hf ully
followed yoitr directions and now, after taking only five bottles
a well woman. I give you full permission to use my testimonial.'
Mrs. Leila Carmocino, Hudson, Ohio. R. F. 1). So. 7.
fct. Kegis
S. Y. "
years ago I was
so bad tiiat Irails,
had to take to my bod every month,
and it would last from two to three weeks. I
wrote to you for advice and took Lvdia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound in dry form. I am
happy to stiy that I am cured, thanks to your
medicine and good advice. You
use my
letter for the. good of others." may
Mrs. J. H.
iJreyere, St. Regis Falls, X. V.
There is absolutelv nn rlnnhr nVirmr rVtf
lability of this rrand old remodv. made from
the roots PTirl llPrliQ nf nnr fiplrlc ' fr rnr
r
t
i
lemaie diseases. We possess volumes of proof of this fact,
enough to convince the most skeptical.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
lemaie ills. Nro sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots ami
has thousands of cures to its credit, herbs, and
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
Pjf"
to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
E PINKHAM

BROWN ATTACKS
GOVERNOR
HUGHES.

Nebraska's Representative in the Upper House Talks in Favor of the

o

Income Taxe Amendment.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. Admitting that he had, "greater respect for
Xew York in the Senate than for New
York out of. the Senate," Senator
Brown of Nebraska, author of the income tax amendment joined the de
bating society which is composed of
Governor Hughes on the one side and
some of the most influential men in
the United States on the other. Mr.
Brown spoke in the Senate to the res
olution by Senator Borah directing the
senate committee on the judiciary to
make an inquiry concerning the legal
effect upon state securities of the
adoption of the income tax amendment to the constitution.
He devoted his efforts especially to
demonstrating that the New York
governor had been wrong in his assumption that the amendment would
have the effect of laying a burden on
the states.
Accepting the governor's pronouncement as an evidence of opjKtsition, Mr.
Brown declared that in his antagonism Governor Hughes stands alone
among all the governors who have addressed their legislatures on the subject of the amendment.

Alabama, Ohio, Viriginia, New Jersey and other states have governors
who not only favor conferring the
power, he said, "but favor the proposed amendment, which, if adopted,
confers the power.
It cheers our
hearts to read in the press that President Taft agrees with the governor of
New
Jersey who in a message to his
Recitation
on November 7, and since
legislature
. . The Declaration of Independence
the New Year message was transmitNestor Montoya, Jr.
ted, took immediate and direct issue
Grand; chorus with Orchestra Acwith the governor of New York."
companiment.
Calling attention to the fact that
"Xew Mexico"
College Glee
no
one in Congress or out had pointed
Orchestra
.
College
Finale
to the posible affect of the amendment
on state affairs, Mr. Brown said: "In
WESTON CAN WALK
this body the state of New York en-- 1
HUNDRED MILES A DAY.
joys representation of the very high- est character and most eminent ability
He Will Be atl Lamy on March Fifth
and yet New York on the roll call, as
at
and Will Spend the Night
shown in the Congressional Record,
Glorieta.
was in favor of this amendment as it
passed Congress and was silent as to
Edward Payson Weston, the aged
any
suggestion that the law was
pedestrain, who has undertaken to
faulty. I have greater respect for
cover the distance of 3480 miles beNew York ip the Senate than I have
tween Los Anseles and New York on
out of the Senate on this proposition."
scheduled
is
foot, within ninety days,
The approval of the governor is not
to make Lamy on March 5; stopping
required.
They do not even have the
1211
miles
for the night at Glorieta,
power to veto a constitutional ratifica- from Los Angeles. It is his "Ocean
tion resolution of any proposed amend-- !
to Ocean Walk in Ninety Days," and
ment, although I suppose as a friend
already, he is on the way. He will
of
the state, a sort of amicus curiae,
even
become a bit tired en route, for
a governor may volunteer a harmless
the legs of a youth, of 72 years comveto in advance of action by the legisplain in long journeys; but west of
lature if he chooses to do so."
the Missouri river he frequently will
Senator Brown contended that the
have the comfort of the good cheer
amendment does not alter or modify
afforded by the famous Harvey hotels
the relation today existing between'
which strew the way, and that is a
states and the federal government.
the
in
the
desert.
good deal, especially
"That relation will remain the same
He traveled westward a few days
under the amendment as it is today,
ago by No. 3 Limited over the rails
without the amendment," he said. "It
of the Sainta Fe, and now he is walkis conceded by all that the governing back on the ties of the same line,
ment cannot, under the present conor the highways adjacent.
stitution, tax states securities or state
at
Los
He began
Angeles,
City Hall,
instrumentalities. Nor can the state
at 4 p. m., Tuesday, February 1,
lay its taxing finger on federal bonds
ing westward to 'Santa Monica, which
or federal agencies. Each is beyond
the reach of the other, so far as taxation is concerned. The proposed
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
amendment neither seeks, nor can it
'
reasonably be argued to suggest any
change in independent or sovereign
.
NEW MEKICO CENTRAL AND EL PASO AND SOUTHWESTERN rights of either sovereignty as enjoy-ed and denned by the courts ever
since the government was- - organized.
Fe 8,4 a. m.
RETURNING
heaving Santa
8
Still it does not follow even if Gover-- !
Jul
Paso
10,40
Paso
00
LeavlriK
a.
El
p.
tu,
in.
Arriving
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. hi.
nod Hughes were right, that the
amendment should be rejected. On the
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., ard
contrary it follows when it should be
ia Southern New Mexico and Ariz ota on Southern
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WANTED To rent 2 or 3 unfurnished rooms, with stable, close in,
Charles K. Michael real estate.

everywhere.
SENATOR

M.

individual is quite welcome and for
that reason has nothing to fear, What,
the Mexican objects to is the man who
refuses to be assimilated and wants
to share in the running of the country as an American, German. Frenchman or Englishman.
Even
publications in the sister republic have admitted the wisdom of this.
DANCE

IN LENT WINDS UP
IN BLOODY AFFRAY.
Trinidad, Colo., Fob. 23. During a

fight at a dance

free-for-a-

at. Abeyta,
miles south
of here, Francisco Cordova and Jose
Romero were shot, in the shoulders.
Their assailant is said to have been
Hrijido Quintana. who was jealous of
the attentions of these men to the
girl who accompanied
him to the
dance. He has not been caught.

a beet camp

twenty-fiv-

e

Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
(Serial 01252!).)
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following claimant has filed notice of
his intention to make final
proof in
support of his claim under sections
a 6 and 17 of the act
of March 3, 1S91
(20 Stats., 834), as amended bv the
act of Februan- - 21, S!)3 f 27 Stats..
470), and that said proof will be made
before register or receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office)
on
April 13. 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
NE
Sec. 32, T. 16 N.. R. 13 F...
13.172

acres.

LYDIA

ratified, because under the interpre
tation all incomes would be treated
alike. No exemptions would be allowed and no exceptions permitted,
save as Congress might and should
exempt all incomes up to a certain

amount."
Arguing that as the safety of the
state depends on the nation, he said
"Should a foreign fleet bombard the
City of New York, I can imagine the
borrowing capacity of the empire
state might 'be impaired. But the
impairment would be measured by the
danger the assault brought to the republic. In other words New York's
credit will be protected in proportion
to the ability of the federal government to protect itself against the
:

j

j

,
j

;

enemy.
"When regiments must be equipped
and armed: when battleships must be
rushed to the scene of danger without counting the cost, this government should have the power to lay its
tax upon incomes of those who have
them. I hope the emergency I have
described may never arise. But,
should it come, the republic should be
clothed with full and ample authority
to lay a just share of the burden tipon
the income of the whole country."
He declared that if New York
should reject the amendment it would
do so because of inherent objections
to any tax on incomes and not because of any fear of the effect on her
borrowing capacity. Indeed the experience of all income taxing nations
showed that credit is not impaired by
imposing a tax on its bonds.
Asserting that the perpetuity of this
nation's government depends on the
of the state and federal
authority, Senator Brown said that it
could not be destroyed by amendment
to constitution. If that would come at
all, it must come through revolution
and he did not believe revolution to
be right.
MEXICO FOR THE MEXICANS
CRY RAISED IN REPUBLIC.
of Neighboring
Leading Newspaper
Republic Wants to Exclude
Foreigners.

San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 23. A recent editorial in a paper owned and
edited by two nephews of the governor of the state of Nuevo Leon, has
caused' a great stir among the Americans in Mexico. The article in question is one of a series entitled: Mexico for the Mexicans, and draws attention to the supposed danger of encouraging further investments of American capital in the republic. Several

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adistances are given in which the Mex- verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the surican government is said to have
vey of the township, viz.
the presence of this danVisenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M. ;
ger by passing laws remedial of this Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia, Cal- in character. Among the measures letano Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
cited in the Renacimiento are the
Any person who desires to protest
steps that led to the control of the against the allowance of said proof,
principal railroad systems by the gov- or who knows of any substantial reaernment and some mining laws re- son under the laws and regulations
cently passed. In the case of the lat- of the Interior Department why such
ter the writer deplores the action of proof should not be allowed will be
d
the legislators in eliminating some of given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
the more restrictive clauses. He also
the Witnesses Of Kniri obimant
sees in the suspension of the right to
acquire lands in Mexico by denounce land to offer evidence in rebuttal of
ment a step towards the Mexico for that submitted by claimant.
the Mexican policy. Heretofore,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ie
argues, foreigners, usually men of
Register.
great wealth, have in this manner av
quired large tracts in the republic
and so have added to the peril of the
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
nation in general.
That for years now there has been
MASONIC.
some opposition among certain classes to the liberal policies of the Diaz
Montezuma Lodge No
regime is well known. Their conten1, A. F. & A. M. Regtion that Mexico was imperiling its
ular communications
political liberty and sovereignty
by
first Mondiy of each
permitting and encouraging the inmonth at Masonic hall
vestment of large sums of foreign
at 7.30
a.
'v money has largely been based on the
H. H. DORMAN,
tragic fate of the Boer republics.
Acting Master.
They have argued, that, had the gold ALAN R. McCORD,
Secretary.
mines of the Witwatersrand never
been found, the Transvaal would yet
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
be independent, for in that case there
R. A. M.
Regular conwould have been no incentive
for
vocation
second
Monday of
Great Britain to get political control
each month at Masonic
of the country.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
For all this, there is, perhaps, some
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P.
Not a few of the bigjustification.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
gest foreign investors, among them
several Americans, have for some time
Santa Fe Commandery No.
agitated the question of representa1, K. T. Regular conclave
tion in the Mexican legislatures, an
fourth Monday in each
almost exact .parallel of what took
month at Masonic Hall at
fiF3
in
the
place
Transvaal. When the
7:30 p. m.
Boers refused this demand on the
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
ground that it was not bona fide and
that they could not give a voice in W E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
the government to men who were not
citizens of the country,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
England
promptly made war upon them and a 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
conquest that could not be brought Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
about by pacific means was effected on the third Monday of each month
after a hard struggle on the part of at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
the Boers. Mexicans of all classes Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
and especially a large number of offi- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corcials have given expression to their dially invited to attend.
fears of peaceful assimilation with
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
the United States, and for this reason
Venerable Master.
the new era of Mexico for the Mexi- HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32.
cans, which the editors of RenaciSecretary.
miento claim has been inaugurated,
may, after all, be something
real
B. P. O. E.
enough. It should be borne in mind
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
here, however, that Mexico does not holds its
regular session on the secobject to the foreigner who is willing ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
to throw in his lot with the Mexicans month.
Visiting brothers are invited
as a Mexican. On the contrary this
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
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For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and he well.
&
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

CO.

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Wti

S2S.

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San

St. Visiting Knight's Invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. oTAUFFER, K. R. S.
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(Continued From

Postal Bulletin The Postal bulletin received today announces that the
special service has been discontinued
to Kanice, Eddy county, from Shatter
Lake, Tex. This will go into effect

GROCERY AND RAKER Y
per lb

NICE FRESH TOMATOES
FISH

FRES- H-

.33
Bananas, ier doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35

March

15c.

Barrington
fee,

Hall

73

Good

No.

Tomatoes,
25c

for

2

3--

Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for

thirteen for

25c,

1.00

Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
$1.00
thirteen for
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . . .20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb

14

Piie

Phone

ft.

--

eral arrangements have not yet been
decided upon.

& DYE WORKS

;

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- j

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS,

LADIES

CLOAKS, SILKS. LACES, GLOVES

OLD

AND

CLOTHES

GENTS

HATS MADE NEW.

SATISKACTI'

)N G V

i

OPERA

j

PARASGLS. ETC.

TIES,

PRICES REASONABLE

KA XTEK It.

Phone 132 Red.

East Side P
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FAST YOUNG MEN ARRESTED
ON WAY TO LAS VEGAS.
Fort Collins, Colo., Feb. 23. Harley
Welsh and) "Hub" Beach, well known
young men of Fort Collins, were ar- rested at La Junta last night while
en route to Las Vegas, N. M., on
instructions from the sheriff's office of
The prisoners will be
this city.
brought back to Fort Collins and asked their relations "with Mae Stevens
and Adeline Kinney, both under age,
who were tried in the county court
last week, pleaded guilty and were
sentenced to the House of the Good
Shepherd at. Denver. It is understood
these girls will be brought hack to testify against Welsh and Beach.
ELFEGO GARCIA WILLING
TO EXCHANGE CHILDREN.

SATISFACTION ASSURED
nr
nnnT
r mi ni
i. iiiTtn rnRRTrir' narir i iwh thkodore
RRIOK. ProB

HACK SERVICE

use a protection and a

-

4.

WE CLEAN. PRESS AND REPAIR

llllW

child, which the Mintur family has
adopted. And if the father is successful in trading some other folk's
baby for his own, then Mrs. Florence
Garcia of Denver, will be happy, for
it will mean that her child will come
into her care again.
Two years ago Garcia wooed and
won Miss Florence Collie of Denver,
who had gone to the New Mexico city
afternoon.
to teach school. They were married
Miss Isabelita Riversa.
and moved to a pueblo just outside
Miss Isabelita Riversa, daughter of
the city. Soon after the baby, a girl,
Anastacio Riversa, died of pneumonia was
born, Mrs. Garcia's mother suctoday at her home on College street. ceeded in separating her daughter and
She was IS years of age. The fun-

SSI i

PARISIAN CLEANING

MwSM

liv-

Mrs. Nicolosa Baca.
Mrs. Nicolosa Baca died this morning of a complication of diseases, at
her home on Hillside avenue. She
was a native of Santa Fe where she
was educated. She is survived
by
one daughter. The funeral will take
place at 7 o'clock tomorrow morning
at the Cathedral. The Wagner undertaking establishment will have
charge of the arrangements.
Andrelita Baca.
Andrelita Baca, the four year old
daughter of the late Henry Baca, died
yesterday after a brief illness. She
was born in Las Vegas. The funeral
will take place at 2 o'clock tomorrow

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys, 2 for

F. ANDREWS

Local

OBITUARIES.

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Extra

Standard

say that there will be a bis
demand for horses inauguration day
as s ) many people will be in the parade and desirable mounts will likely
be at a premium.
Leases Modern Hotel
William
Gregg, who has been running The
Peerless Cafe, has leased from Dr. J.
M. Diaz the Hotel Modern on Don
Gaspar avenue and Water street.

"White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.63
Corn Meal 241b. sack . . .65

25
Best Lemons, doz
doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit,
Oranges, Navels, 25c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .. .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs
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Big Demand for Horses
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Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. Elfego Garcia, a wealthy man of Albuquerque,
is going to swap a baby that is not
his own to a family in Mintura, Colo.,
who have no children for his own

and Saddle Horses
Popto wees Bnggics

her

son-in-la-

REVOLUTION IS BREWING
IN PORTUGAL.

Arrests of Suspects Are Being Made
Daily and Cargo of Arms is
on the Way.

temperance people believe the bona
fide residents are overwhelmingly in
favor of a dry town. The introduction
of these men who, it is alleged, will
leave as soon as the ballots are counted, may swing the election "wet."
Citizens of Greeley, LaSalle and
other nearby towns are watching the
outcome of the election with the greatest interest. At present there are no
"wet" towns in the northern, part of
the county.

A

months to improve his health. Heart
disease is thought to have been the
cause of death. His father, John
Hughes, wired instructions to ship the
body to Hebron.
MINERS
NARROW ESCAPE.
Central City, Ky., Feb. 23. Seventy-f-

SEVENTY-FOU-

R
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miners had a narrow escape

our

from death today when an explosion
of gas in a mine of the Arron Mountain Coal Company set fire to the
wood work of the mine. One man
ROBBED DEAD PASSENGER
OF DIAMOND RING. was fatally burned, but others managed to reach the surface. The mine
Serious Accusation Against a Conduc- is still on fire.
tor on Santa Fe Eastward-BounTrain Number Eight.
There is more Catarrh iu this section of the country than all other disLa Junta, Colo., Feb. 23. F. B. Al- eases put together, and until the last
len, a Pullman conductor, who says few years was supposed to be incurhe lives in Denver, is in the county able. For a
great many years doctors
jail awaiting preliminary hearing on pronounced it a local disease and prethe charge of robbing the corpse of scribed local remedies, and by conDr. L, B. Hughes, who died in a car as stantly failing to cure with local treatSanta Fe. train No. 8 pulled into the ment,
it incurable.
pronounced
station here and stealing a diamond Science has proven catarrh to be a
d

Lisbon, Portugal, via Spanish Frontier, Feb. 23. Tlie government is
apparently greatly perturbed by the
discovery of a widespread revolutionary plot. Arrests of suspects are being made daily. Confidential infor- ring.
Santa Fe officials were preparing to
mation has reached the authorities
that a cargo of arms and ammunition remove the body, when a special agent
for the revolutionists is being brought of the road, who had observed the
from Germany.
ring on the doctor's finger, asked the
Pullman conductor to explain its absence. Allen, it is said, denied knowANTI SALOON FORCES
FEAR DEFEAT. ing anything about the ring, but when
searched it was found in his pocket,
the officials say. After being arrestGreeley, Colo., Feb. 23. The
forces at Evans charge that ed Allen declared it was not his intenthe saloon interests are 'bringing in tion to keep the ring, that he merely
numbers of "voters" from Denver and took it to place it in proper hands
other near-bcities for use in the later. .
election.
The Prohibitionists
Dr. Hughes was returning to his
spring
are alarmed over the situation.
home in Nebron, Neb., from Los AnThe population is not large and the geles where he had spent several
anti-saloo- n

constitutional disease and therefore
treatment.
requires constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.

y

Address: F. J. CHENEY &
Toledo, Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

CO.,
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MEN'S SHOES
Perhaps you had better stops and
try on your new Spring Shoes
We have all sizes and widths, we want them tofit
you perfectly, because we have the biggest
shoe deand most complete
partment in this city- - Besides there are
several new styles out for Spring wear
and we are not positive which will please
you best Every thing that is right
up-to-da-

te

in Men's Shoes is here.
The swell and swagger shoes as
well as the sensible and comfort- table business proposition in shoeleather.

Many Women prefer Oxfords for dress
occasions at all seasons of the year

le

always keep a Ml line of the best Oxfords made

The High Heels, the Narrow Toes, the High Arched
Slank of our Oxfords, all tend to make a handsome
and aristocratic foot.

very

ghap. Size,
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HANDSOME OXFORDS.

This is the Store

of Quality

so much of you feet.
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Width

WE WANT TO SEE EVERY WOMAN WITH

Pay $3.50, $4.00, or go up to $5.00
or $6.50 for Hanan Shoes, if you think
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SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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